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Revenge

Prologue

The old man approaches you again... you only now notice him coming. You look out... then at the old man. Both of you are now ready to go, and the weather has calmed a lot. He looks at you, and with a smile he says “If you would let me do so, I would accompany you for a while... for a length of a story, at least” He says and grins toothily. You nod... and both of you leave the tavern, while the old man starts to speak.
“I will now tell you the very last piece of the story you have heard parts before.....”

1.   Inheritance of Valterans

Darion was lying on the ground, staring at the blue sky. He looked at the clouds... and took a short look on the sun. From its position, he could guess that it was around noon. He took a deep breath and let it out. Then he closed his eyes.... He enjoyed the silence surrounding him. But this silence did not last for long... deep in his mind, he was now thinking about his present. And, what that, about his future. "Ruler of Drakan” He thought “ how great I am! Of course, what do I expect from the hell's champion....” he smiled. He knew that his life was not only pieces of glory... he had many lost battles and fights. "But after all... I am victorious.” He went on wondering "But I doubt that anyone could stop me now.” Somekind of noise broke his thinking. He looked around... it was only a bird, which landed on a tree nearby. He looked at the little being which took no interest in the mighty warrior near him. "Not being afraid of me,” Darion thought "ahhh.... To live without fears. It just because it is only an animal..” But Darion knew that envied this... he was in fears since he has arrived in Drakan. He only now regained his memory, but it was still hard to him to remind his own thoughts... he tried it. He tried to know what did he feel when he arrived... first he feared of failing his task, then for his life.... But when looking back, he noticed something strange. He realised how much he has changed...so he tried to look back. To see what he was... He reminded that what he was in the ethereal worlds... and became quite surprised when he compared that with his current own. "I am not that Ebon knight... not any longer. No more. My fears changed me... I became stronger to survive... but as an unwanted affect, I began to admire life” He thought... he did not feel happy though... but he was not sad. It was an odd feeling. He knew that he lost something. He lost belief in his lords; he lost his belief in his previous aims. He lost his previous own. "In exchange for my new one.” He thought "I have new aims, and I have no lords now... no one rules me now in the way I was ruled before. I have become much more powerful now... and I was given a powerful aid. Khai-shi... I wonder what she would have done if she would have known the whole story of me...”And Darion smiled slightly. He knew that he was playing his role excellently lately. He was the leader of new Order, an emerged hero. No one knew his true own and aims... which not so heroic. "The hunt for the Betrayal” Darion thought “ has ended in a really unsuspected way. But this is much more advantageous for me than the suspected one” He added, then went on "what should I do now? I am only in peace for a week or two now... but I still wonder if this is not finished yet. This cannot be. The great army of Navaros will not fail so easily... they must be planning something. And I will ruin their plans... once again. Once more. I don't want to end up in a trap... the Valterans will not forgive me my betrayal and for my victory over them... they will do everything to kill me. I have to move first... and for this, I have to do is to convince Khai-shi first.” He paused for a minute, realising that this won't be so easy... then he went on “I should not tell her that I want to go back only because I am fearing for myself... she would not leave. She may not even not believe in me... she would think that I only want to leave because I dislike this Order....  I have to think of something better."
But as he stopped at this sentence, he had a good idea. Now he only had to wait for Khai-shi.

The dragon arrived in an hour's time, and landed near Darion. She looked really stimulated... Darion wondered if it was only because of her optimism; a thing he lacked now. He did not believe in the future. Although he won against Navaros, he knew that it was not him who defeated the magi... Navaros defeated himself. His own lust for power and force came over and devastated himself. But Darion knew that it was not over... "It will never be over” He thought. And this made him desperate. To know whatever he does is pointless... to know he is aiming at a goal he will never achieve... he can never achieve. He will never defeat all his enemies. "There are be always new ones. But I am always trying, never giving up” He ended his thinking. He shook his head a little, trying to fade these thoughts. 
“It is exactly like the Golden Age, which I was born in” Khai-shi said, “It was so long ago... I slept for so long. And not only I lost my faith in reaching this state... but now it is reality.” And she smiled... Darion did not need the bond or any kind of special knowledge about dragons to see that she was in a splendid mood... this made him feel a bit better. But only a bit, though....
“Where have you been to for so long?” Darion asked, “I was just about to set off to go after you.”
“I was just flying around, looking at our land” She said with a slight smile. "Our land...”Darion thought “ heh... our. She takes my lord's will more seriously than me?” But he guessed that the answer was 'no'.
“It is a really thriving sight” Khai-shi went on “you should see it too... my dream fulfilled... to see my homeland in peace. A thing we lacked for so long.....”
“ Her dream” Darion thought. He suddenly realised that he was almost hypnotised by Khai-shi... he was repeating her words without really thinking about them. He shook his head a bit again... "Wake up” He said to himself, but this made him wonder... how could such things occur. He was never really fond of anyone's dreams... "But Khai-shi is my bonded” He thought "and I think I am only taking her point of view because I do not really have such aims... so it so easy to influence me.” But thinking about his dragon's words, he had a good idea... he could convince her..."Good to know her dreams” He thought.  He decided to give a try.
“It is peaceful yet” He said, “but do not think it will last forever.”
“Do not try to ruin my good day”  Khai-shi replied “I am not really fond to listen to your dark remarks. Anyway... who knows what the future will bring?”
“I know am not a simple human, Khai-shi. Sometimes I know much more than I am supposed to know” Darion said “why do you think that all what is evil will now leave this land in peace just because we rule it? Think about Navaros's army! They might be broken, scattered and defeated, but they will never give up...”
Khai-shi gave him a dark look and said “The bonded and the other dragons led by Arokh and Rynn has taken care of them, Darion... they are no more.”
“That's what you think, “Darion said with a slight smile “They are still present. I know... I was part of the Valteran Mage Clan, which is now the leading group of that army.  I know our own tricks and ways to hide from unwanted eyes... I am sure that they’re still many of them waiting. They are not strong enough to dare a real fight... but they are far enough to ruin the peace here... to start another war just in the same way as Navaros did.”
Khai-shi stared at the ground, and then she said on a low tone “Are you sure? What you said is more than a simple guess... It means that we have to move fast.”
Knowing that the dragon is looking at the ground, Darion grinned toothily, if only for a moment. "Perfect...” he thought and said “I am in the game. Let's move then...” he drew his sword “let's show them what they foolish dark plots bring them!”
Khai-shi looked at him... then she said with a strange tone “Right! I will not allow them to ruin this land... to ruin what I have now finally achieved!... let's go then!”
Darion smiled... what he desired was now only a step far. "If everything would be so simple as this.... Fear you ones that tried to destroy me! Your fate comes... in my embodiment!” He thought while he opened a rift to the Valterans' world... then he mounted Khai-shi and both of them entered. Soon the rift closed....

2.   The new start

Rynn was sitting on a rock... it was cold a bit, but she did not really care about that. She looked down to the Dragon Temple... even if she was seeing now for a long time, it was still amusing to her. She reminded the reconstruction of it... Darion's order of the betraying wartoks and succubi, and the noble human warriors who dared to fight against the evil they were suffering from; and the original Order, the bounders and the dragons. She knew what this meant... even if it was a tragic and bloody fight, they have made it. Drakan's nations were now united... even if not totally, they have ensured the peace for many centuries now..."or forever, I hope” She added. 
“It is a very strange sight... I did never believe in it, and now I am a part of it” She heard Delon's voice. She looked back... her brother was standing only a few steps beneath her. He walked and sat next to her then.
“I hope you did not regret this” Rynn said.
“Oh, no, I did not” Delon replied “I did not. Even if I thought that it was nothing more than tales created by Atimar, I dreamed about living in it... but I am not dreaming now, I guess” And he smiled.
“I am happy to hear that “Rynn said, “By the way... how is your bonded doing lately?”
She did not say, but she did not really fancy the thought of bonding Kaeros and Delon... but the others did. And even though Delon agreed, she did not argue. But from that, she always feared that Kaeros would hurt Delon... she did not believe that the evil black dragon would change into Delon’s friend and companion.
“You are talking about Kaeros, I assume... no, he is doing fine” The boy said, “It seems that he got used to being commanded by me... and by Arokh. He is doing everything as all dragons do.”
Rynn did not say anything... but this seemed a bit strange to her. She did not really believe that Kaeros would have given up so easily... and so early. "But... can it be? Can it happen that he is no longer willing to fight against us?” She thought and added "I better go and see it myself.” She did not meet Kaeros since Delon bonded with him... she did not really want to be in the dragon's vicinity. Mainly because of the past, she disliked that being. But now, she was rather interested to see him...
“It is good to see you happy, Delon... and it is good even to see you” Rynn said with a smile “But now I think I wish to visit an old acquaintance of mine.”
“Feel free to go” Delon replied “I won't hold you back... see ya' later, Rynn!”
“See you later “Rynn said and left. She did not really know where to find Kaeros, but she did not wanted Delon recognise her disbelief in her brother's bonded.

She found the dragon only after an hour's time, on a snowy cliff. Seeing who approached him, Kaeros turned his eyes at Rynn questioningly... for a moment, then he turned his head away.
“What do you want from me now?” Kaeros asked.
“Nothing special now...” Rynn said, “I only want to speak with you this time.”
The black dragon looked at her with disbelief.
“Only to speak?” He asked, “I don't really believe in this... oh well. What do you want to speak about, then?”
“About Delon” She replied.
“Your little brother, and my bonded” The dragon said “I do not really fancy the thought of bonding with him... but I did not have much choice. And neither do I have any more choices now.”
“You do have.”
“I have? And what kind of choice do I have?” Kaeros asked on a half-shouting voice “I do not know where my soul crystal is at the moment. Remember? You’re little hero... Darion. He gave it to that damned demon.”
“I do remember this” Rynn said “But I don't think that it was yours. It was Navaros what it contained, not you. In that case, you wouldn't be here.”
“Then? Where is it then?” Kaeros asked... Rynn could see that he was getting annoyed “It is not here and not on my pedestal... then where is it?”
“Why don't you go and find it if you need it so badly?” Rynn asked.
“I can't.”
“You can't? And for what reason you cannot?” She asked.
“Your little red dragon did not allow me to do that... and as long as Arokh does not allow me to do something, I cannot do it...” Kaeros said. He was calming down. Rynn was sure that there was something she has not seen... this Kaeros was not the evil being she thought to see here... "There is something strange in him. I wonder what it is...,” She thought. She decided to let Kaeros unmask himself... she decided to stay there as long as the dragon will give up. "It may take long, but I'll be patient” She thought. It did not take for so long. Only after a quarter hour, Kaeros lied down to the ground... and looked at Rynn.
“Ahh, I see that you are waiting for something “ he said “And I think I do know for what... you want to know why am I doing this, eh? Want to learn the truth.”
Rynn said nothing... she just thought "Now he takes the card".
“You do not know how miserable my situation is, Rynn” The dragon explained, not speaking much louder than whispering “I think you have been told of the Order's past. You know who I was... I was the champion! I led my troops many times to the victories... on the Order's and the Union's side. I was the best... until Navaros got me well. I survived, though... but only as a shadow... it was a real nightmare... To live as a part of a soul which is not yours. I waited my day patiently... I knew that it would come. And it did... but my triumph was very short-lived. Navaros made plenty mistakes, and he weakened... this gave the chance of overcoming him, as I have done so. But not so long after defeating him, you and your friend’s assault came... and you know the story from there.” He sighed “Me, the once champion, victor of many battles now bonded to young weakling and commanded by a simple dragon!... what a fall.”
“Arokh is not a simple dragon, Kaeros" Rynn said, “ he is at least as worthy as you. And Delon is not a weakling. He is young, but he will be a lot stronger. And never forget that as long as your bonded is immortal you will be too.”
“This is not fair, no matter what point of view are we looking at it” Kaeros replied.
“What you have done with Navaros was also unfair” Rynn said.
Kaeros murmured something what Rynn could not hear... then he said, “I would do everything to be free again."
“To be free?” Rynn asked, “What freedom do you want? Isn't it enough that you are now alive in your own body? What more do you want?”
“Only one thing. I know I can't get the rid of Delon... he is the key for my immortality. But I would do everything to free myself from Arokh... everything would worth that.”
“We can make a deal then” A draconic voice said form above. Both Rynn and Kaeros looked up... it was Arokh arriving.

“You did not tell me that you were coming here,” Arokh said to Rynn “I would have joined this conversation.”
“I did not want to bother you” Rynn said.
“Thanks, but let me decide what bores me” Arokh said “And about you, Kaeros... I have a proposal, which would serve both of us.”
“Speak it out, then" The black dragon said “I am getting impatient."
“I will command you no more” Arokh said “In one case.”
“In what case?” Kaeros asked hastily.
“Change.” The red dragon said.
“Change?” Kaeros asked in a low tone “Into what? Or... how?"
“Change into a being serving the light...” Arokh said, “Act as if you were me. Help the poor, do not do anything vile, be kind, or whatever you would like... there are not so many rules to keep.”
Kaeros sighed, and said “And what are those rules?”
Arokh smiled slightly... then explained “First of all, you must try to preserve any innocent lives. No more killing or unneeded bloodshed. Help who needs help. Keep the peace.”
“To do everything as I was told to do in the older Order” Kaeros said.
“Exactly... but now, not only because I told you. Change, Kaeros... this your only hope.” Arokh added.
Kaeros did not seemed to be so pleased now...
“And why do you offer me this?” He asked.
“I could make you change” Arokh said “Both of us knows this, Kaeros. But I am growing tired of commanding someone into his own heaven... so I offer you to go there by your own. But do not forget that I am not very tolerant for huge mistakes.”
Kaeros did not say anything. He kept wondering about the thing he heard. After a few minutes he said, “I... agree. I will change... by myself.”
Arokh grinned toothily and said, “You are not as dumb as you look to be. By the way... Delon is looking for you. You better go back to the Temple now... I think the boy wishes to see the Island Fortress.”
Kaeros said nothing. He took off and flew hastily. When he left their range of sight, Rynn asked Arokh
“Do you think it was a good idea? Do you believe that he will change?”
“ He will change since he has to change” Arokh said, “ he has no more chances. And he is intelligent enough to see this. But we will keep an eye on him, though. But believe me... I know what troubles him. He was in a major position both in the Union and in the Order, then he had a really unlucky life. If we prove him that such things will never occur to him while he will be on our side, he will gladly follow us.”
“Sometimes I envy your optimism, Arokh” Rynn replied “But I hope that he will change... I fear for Delon.”
Arokh smiled and said, “I guessed this too. Fear for him not... if there are things, which Kaeros would never dare to do, is to harm his bonded. After how Navaros trapped him... you know, Rynn. Once bitten, twice shy. Kaeros is now really cautious with his bonded. I only hope that he will not make a mistake now... let's hope he won't.”
“Let's hope” Rynn replied and said “Shouldn't we join them?”
“Then come on” Arokh said “We can catch them on the way there.”

3.   Return

Darion looked around. Khai-shi was flying very high but he could still see the landscape beneath them. Silence surrounded them and they could only hear the blow of the wind.
No one is here, Darion” The gold dragon said “This time you were wrong. They were defeated totally.”
“No, Khai-shi” Darion said, “They are still present... I cannot see anyone down there.”
“And if you cannot see anyone then there must be someone, I guess” Khai-shi said with irony.
“Not only they cannot be seen. Take notice then you cannot see a villager or a peasant. No one. The civilians must have taken shelter or a hiding place.... This means that they fear of something... probably they hid because of us. They fear that there will be more battles between dragons and the remains of the Union's army. This means that there must be some kind of enemy remaining. And we are looking for them.”
“A logic I always missed deeply” Khai-shi said “A guess where to look first?”
Instead of answering, Darion took his bow and said, “Take care, Khai-shi... I can sense something strange.”
“You can do what?” The dragon asked.
“I possess a powerful magical force” Darion explained “And with that, I can sense any kind of magical forces near enough. There are only a few wizards who can hide their powers... but the Valterans had none of that kind of wizards, and I doubt that they have trained one in a such little time.”
He had no more time to speak. Various kind of projectiles flew towards them as two blade dragons took off from the ground.

Khai-shi dived hastily in order to evade the bolts heading towards them. During this, Darion fired arrows from his bow rapidly at the two attacking blade dragons. Firing quickly and from a moving dragon, he was inaccurate, but what he missed in accuracy he fixed with the firing rate. He managed to hit the nearer blade dragon's wing, and it changed it's heading almost immediately. Not soon enough, though, since Khai-Shi’s shot of magma hit him and the dead body fell down like a rock. The other blade dragon, which was now hit by many arrows, decided to leave and rose it's altitude quickly. Khai-shi followed it, but Darion said, “Do not care for him! The Valteran wizards are much more important!”
Hearing his bonded, Khai-shi dived down, heading to the place they were being shot from. More bolts in all colours flew up from the ground. Khai-shi evaded them with ease, and got close to the ground. Now she could see the wizards. She let out another magma breath. It had a devastating effect... she landed and looked around. Darion dismounted her... and get rest assured that all the opposing wizards died.
“See? I told you that they are still present. They are weak but one is far enough to make a conspiracy” Darion said.
“I did not say I disagree with you” Khai-shi said. She could not say anything else... they suddenly found themselves surrounded by lots of peasants.

Not really knowing what to do now, Khai-shi looked at Darion... but her rider had no idea. One of the peasants walked to Darion shook his hand and said, “You have killed those who have ruled our city for so long... we thank you!” And all the peasants burst out in cheer. Darion sighed... he could still remember what happened when he came here the first time... he got killed by peasants. But he was now sure that these men and women were not hostile... but something interrupted him. He was thrown into the air... then a few men carried him on their hands. Although he was not used to such situations, he enjoyed it much. Soon he started to laugh and cheer with the ones who congratulated him. After a few minutes, almost everyone spoke with him... then they started to give Darion smaller presents. He got a dagger, a special short sword, and a pair of new boots... and he did not really know what could he do with them. It did not take for so long, though. The peasants started to scatter, and one of them said, “We are going back to the city. We would be most pleased if you would join us!”
Although he did not tell Darion where their city is, Darion was sure that he will go there soon.
“Really friendly people, aren't they?” He asked Khai-shi when all peasants left... but she did not answer. Darion turned to her.... And he burst out laughing. Khai-shi was there, now decorated by all kind of flowers... and she was looking really confused. Hearing that Darion's laughter she looked at him and said “Very, very funny. And what am I supposed to do with these?”
“Nothing, I guess” Darion said, “Did I tell you that you look pretty good? I am thinking of decorating you up more times...”
“In that case I will decorate you with my talons” She whispered, and turned to normal tone “And what shall we do now?”
“Find this city, I suppose... the villagers living here can give us advice on where to find the remaining troops...” Darion said, and added with a faint laughter “And perhaps more flowers.”
Khai-shi did not say anything.

After a short flight they reached the medium-sized city. Not wanting to be an easy prey for any kind of air defence in the city, they landed far away. Darion got down to the ground, and started to walk towards the city, when he heard Khai-shi saying “And what can I do with these things?”
Darion looked back and realised that she was talking about the few flowers, which survived the air trip.  “Nothing... you will get more if you get into the city... and so you will do” He said.
“Great” Khai-shi said.
Darion got close to the city walls. He sneaked closer and closer... he could not see or sense anything unordinary. He got up and two pike men noticed him, shouting, “It's him! They are here!”
Darion realised that they are in the right place. He called Khai-shi and entered the city.

There was a whole festival in the city. Not only Khai-shi got flowers now... there were a few in spare even for Darion now. He did not really care with that... he took the way to the nearest place he thought he could get useful information from. But before arriving there, he said “Okay... the people in there may dislike your kind, whoever big hero you are now, Khai-shi. I will go alone.”
“And what will I do till you return?” The gold dragon asked.
“Take your time around... there are enough sights to see now.” Darion said and hastily left his dragon. He made his way into a dark street... and he kept on walking. There were no signs of the carnival now. All he could notice was dust, rubbish and old houses near to collapse. He could see a tavern, and he entered there. It was full of bandits, as he guessed. He sat down to a table and ordered a big bottle of beer. Soon an older man having only one eye sat down to his table and asked “Would you buy me a beer?”
Darion did.
While drinking his beer, the old man asked, “What do you stranger want here? I have heard of your fight today.”
“I want the positions of my enemies” Darion said, “The price doesn't matter.”
“You give the gold, and I speak. It's a deal” The old rogue said. Darion gave him a smaller pack of gold, and the old man started to speak.

It was almost nightfall when they have finished. Darion left the tavern... he could feel the cold air almost making him youth. His head cleared... he tried not to get drunk inside. He ordered only 2 beers... but as he noticed, the old man spent almost all the gold he gave him. Darion shook his head... but with having the correct information, he wanted to continue his pursuit. He started to walk back. He only made a few steps when suddenly something happened... he nearly collapsed since power run out of his legs. He leaned to a wall and felt very dizzy. He shook his head... and he wandered what this can be. "I am not drunk for sure,” He thought "than what? I better ask Khai-shi” He thought and started to walk. It was a bit hard, and he could only go slowly... after about an hour, he got back to the place where he left his dragon, but she was not there. "Where can a dragon in a carnival be?” Darion asked of himself, but he did not had to answer. Youngsters came, and one of them asked
“Are you the hero who saved us, Sir?”
“I am” Darion replied “ have you seen my dragon around?”
“We did,” They said, “Just follow us, Sir!”
And so Darion did.

They were going for a half-hour now, mainly because it was hard for Darion to move. But while walking he could suddenly hear something which almost astound him... it was a chorus singing. It was not mainly the chorus which was so surprising... but he could hear Khai-shi's voice among the other voices. "I did not know she likes to sing this much” Darion admitted "and I did neither know that she likes festivals.” Not really wanting to fool around any longer, he went nearer to the source of the song. It was a really astonishing sight, though... a pack of men and women singing, while the gold dragon is lying among them. Darion closed his eyes, sighed and opened his eyes since he thought that this is only a dream... but it wasn't. The chorus now stopped the loud singing and started to flee... so Darion went to Khai-shi, and asked, “What are you doing here?”
The gold dragon looked at him for a long time, and said slowly “Just enjoying this little carnival...you know, I find it to my liking... I have never seen such things” And she laughed a bit. Darion was quite surprised... this was not the usual style of his dragon. Wandering what is going on, he was approached by a civilian.
“Our saviour, I suppose” He said, “It is good to meet you. I am Reazus, an owner of a bar.”
“I am pleased to meet you” Darion said in a dark tone “But I am having some troubles.”
“I know what you mean” Reazus interrupted him “I think you are talking about her” And he pointed his hand at Khai-shi.
“Yes, I do” Darion replied “Do you know what is going on?”
“I know. We have held our great wine competition as we do on all of our carnivals.” Reazus said.
“And? It is in no connection with a dragon” Darion said.
“But yes it is” Reazus said with a slight smile “You don't know, but this place is famous for it's wines. We produce all kinds of wines around here... these wines are tested by a jury on these carnivals... and plus by one person elected by the winemakers.”
“Head to the point” Darion said... he was getting impatient.
“Well, this time we elected you as this extra testing person. But since you were not around, we made your dragon come here...”
“Khai-shi as a wine tester?” Darion asked with disbelief “Very strange...”
“Well, yes. It is not usual. I think that this dragon tasted wine the first time here... and I do guess that she did not know what is she drinking... but I think she liked it.” Reazus said, “These wines are first class ones...” But as he saw that Darion is not really wanting to listen to him too long now, he made his speech more brief “So it seems that she simply drank more than she was ought to.”
“You mean... she is... drunk?” Darion asked... he was thunderstruck.
“Yes, I do. Forgive me, but I must be going back to my bar... I hope to see you soon” Reazus said and left. Darion looked at Khai-shi again... the dragon was now sleeping. "Aaaaahhh... a drunk dragon. Why do always I experience the newest jokes of life?” Darion thought. He shook his head... "I has seen my weird things in life, but life always proves that there are more weirder things...,” He added. He knew that he couldn’t go on without Khai-shi. Having no more ideas to do, he went to the house beneath the sleeping dragon and asked for a free room.

4.   The Grotto revisited

“Are you sure this is a good idea?” Rynn asked. She was about to shiver from the cold... The Grotto was not a place, which could have been described as “hot.”
“I am” Arokh replied “This is the fastest way there. We can get there even a full day before Kaeros and Delon would arrive.”
Rynn looked around... she started to have a strange feeling... she felt as if someone was following them. But she could see no one... but she took her bow and grabbed an arrow. The touch of the deadly weapons made her feel a bit better... but only a bit.
“I am having a bad feeling, Arokh” She said, “I think we have company.”
The red dragon did not stop or slow down; he only looked around while flying, and then said, “I cannot see anything strange... just rocks and snow. Are you sure?”
“I am having no doubts, Arokh” Rynn replied “But I don't know of what reason. It is just a strange feeling... I don't know where comes from... but I am sure. We are not alone....”
Arokh murmured something. He did not really like these 'strange thoughts'.... He disliked things what were hidden for him but meant harm to him. Then he heard a strange noise... he stopped almost in a moment and dived down. Just as he had done this, lightning bolts and missiles of AA crossbows flew over him. They were in a trap.

Rynn realised that how right she was... but she wished she had been wrong this time. However, she did not think about this for very long. She aimed with her bow as precisely as she could on a moving dragon, and started to fire burning arrows at the three dracolichs which tried to hit them. Arokh flied as agilely as he could, firing magma bolts at the crossbows beneath them. He made a 90”degree bend to the right, and rose his altitude.
“We will leave these crossbows here” Arokh shouted to Rynn “I will move beneath those cliffs! Hold tight!”
Rynn was very busy shooting at the dracolichs. She ran out of her flaming arrows, so she took the simple arrows as having nothing else to fire. While shooting, she noticed a dracolich roaring and suddenly falling down... she realised that she hunted it down. "With bow and arrows...” She thought and she was proud of herself.

Arokh tried to get out of the valley as fast as possible. He flew up as fast as he could, and calculated his heading carefully. He was near to succeeding... but while flying towards the cliffs he wanted to hide beneath; a missile fired by a crossbow hit him. The damage itself was not so heavy, but it was heavy enough to make Arokh dizzy for a moment. And this loss of concentration was a big problem... the red dragon crashed into the rocks with its rider.

The wartoks did not expect this. They thought that the dragon flew on, trying to escape... but it collided into the hill. Suddenly they had an idea; the large AA crossbows started to fire at the top of the hill which Arokh crashed into.

Rynn got up painfully... she was feeling miserable. She looked at Arokh, who was lying only a few steps from her. She realised that the dragon was still conscious, so she said “Nice trick... any more good ideas?”
“I am not in a mood for jokes, Rynn” Arokh said, “I can't move... I think my wing is stuck, plus I can feel my arms broken... both. But I can also feel that you too got hit well...”
Rynn suddenly felt a very intense pain... “You are knocked off well” She said, “What can we do?”
“Wait for something good to happen” Arokh said. Suddenly they heard an extremely loud noise... they looked up. It was an avalanche. The firing of the crossbows made the snow above them move... it was far, but it came closer and closer with each passing moment.
“Any ideas?” Rynn asked in a faint voice. Arokh did not reply... he was starring at the moving snow, almost hypnotised by the sight. He did not look at it for long, though... the avalanche reached them in a few seconds.

Rynn was feeling a pain, which she never dreamed of, even not in her worst nightmares... she grasped for air, but she could not breathe. She could not think... she was beginning to panic. She could feel only pain and shivering. She tried to move up... it worked. After only a few seconds, she made herself up to the top of the snow, which covered her. She grasped... she breathed loudly. She knew that she would have not lasted much longer... she looked around. She could only see snow everywhere, and only a few broken trees, which were, tore into pieces by the avalanche. But she could feel that something was still not right... as the effects of the adrenaline was wearing off, she could feel that Arokh is hit badly... and she could also feel that it is not her who could not get air. She looked around again... she could not see the red dragon. “ He must have been covered by the snow" She thought "but why doesn't he use his fire breath?". She did not know the answer, but she knew that she must move fast... she must find Arokh before the dragon runs out of air. Rynn wandered how long can Arokh last with a breath... she tried to remember where the dragon was when she has last seen him. She made only a few steps, but she became exhausted... walking in the high snow was very hard, and she was weak anyway. At a step, she stepped on something unstable and lost her stability. She fell off her feet... and landed on something stiff. She thought that it was a rock... but as she touched it she realised that it was warm. "This is Arokh!” She realised. She started to dig, trying to clear off the snow from the dragon. Only after a minute, she managed to clear the snow off from Arokh's head. She sat down in front of the dragon.
“I can feel that you are in a bad condition” She said, “But how bad is this?”
“Really bad” Arokh answered in a weak voice “The only thing I feel truly is the cold. I think that I should get out of this snow... or else I will freeze to death.”
“I thought you could resist extreme temperatures better” Rynn said.
“I could...” Arokh replied “But yet, I am very weak. I don't know, but I think that I am hit very seriously. I cannot move neither my wings nor my legs... as I told you, I broke my arms when I crashed. I am bleeding badly... and I am freezing.”
“Great” Rynn said “Then I will die on a snowy mountain in this godforsaken place.”
“It won't be so bad” Arokh said, “We have died already.”
Rynn stared at him and asked “What?”
“We have died already” Arokh repeated “The avalanche has broken my neck... I can still feel it... and it causes me to not be able to use any of my breaths.”
“But... if we died, then how are we here?” Rynn asked.
“Remember Darion giving us immortality?” Arokh replied “We have simply reborn... but this has caused us to be very weak. And if we don't do something very fast, we will have to rebirth again... I won't last too long here... do something...!”
Rynn stared at her bonded... she was confused.
“But... why are you so anxious of getting out of here if we can't die?” She asked.
“ haven't you noticed how weak we have become already?” Arokh asked “One more death and we would surely faint... even if we will rebirth. And an unconscious dragon and woman are easy prey, however strong they are. We can rebirth, Rynn, but we can't get out of any kind of traps... we can end rotting in a cage, for an example... or we can mine grimstone, which can mean that we can affected... forever.”
Rynn only now realised what Arokh was afraid of... and she started to feel in the same way.
“What should I do then?” She asked “It is not only you who is very weak... it was hard to clear the snow from your head... I am unable to pull you out only myself.”
Arokh sighed faintly... then a roar broke the silence. It was the wartoks arriving.

Rynn and Arokh looked in the sound's direction... the wartoks have left their crossbows and came to see what they have shot. Seeing that his prey is still alive, the scouting wartok started to call his mates.
“Seems that the fight is not over yet” Rynn said and looked at Arokh. She knew that she will remind this picture of him for long... although the dragon did not say anything, Rynn could see that Arokh was in a deep panic... he could not even speak now. And Rynn knew why... she knew that their chance to get out from here was equal to zero. They were weak and Arokh could not move... "To end up in a cage,” Rynn thought with despair. She looked at the roaring wartok. "I will not give up so easily” She thought and drew her sword... but she realised that the Runeblade was fetched off from her by the avalanche. She was near to panic... then she had another idea and drew the Mournbringer. She held the sword and tried to jump... but the sword seemed to be too heavy for her hands to carry, and fell down to the ground, just as Rynn did. "I cannot fight” She thought and shook her head "we are done."
“Can't you do something? “She heard Arokh asking. She shook her head again... she could her dragon's sigh. She looked at the approaching team of wartoks... she closed her eyes. She knew her future... she had no doubts that what Arokh said would become reality. But suddenly she heard blasts and explosions... she opened her eyes and she could only see chaos.

It was over almost in seconds. Rynn could see that the wartoks fled as fast as they could... she looked up. She was astonished to see Kaeros and Delon arriving. She slowly crept back to Arokh as Kaeros landed near them.
“And you have defeated Navaros” The black dragon said, “I am starting to doubt that it was you...”
Arokh gave him an angered look, but Kaeros went on “Do not look at me like this... it was not me who run into a so dumb trap... it would have been really easy to get out of here... for me, of course.”
“I would be really happy if you would get me out of here” Arokh said. Although they were in safe now, Rynn could still hear the fear in his voice.
“And how do you suggest that?” Kaeros asked, “Not with magma snow melting, I guess...”
“Start digging” Delon said while dismounting his dragon. Kaeros looked quite helpless for a few moments, and then he said “Are you sure? Of course, I would not mind if would slice him into two with a wrong movement...”
“Then look around for other wartoks” Delon replied.
“Ahh, at least a task I like” Kaeros said and flew up.
Rynn looked at her brother... Delon seemed to have realised their situation since he was digging like a mad. Although she was weak, Rynn decided to help him... she knew that the quicker they brought out Arokh, the better for her too.

They dug out Arokh in a quarter hour. Rynn could now see what was weakening them so much... Arokh seemed to be badly injured. They way he was lying on the ground was really unnatural, so it was easy for Rynn to see that her bonded had many broken bones. "And this is only what I can see” She added. Delon, who was now shouting for Kaeros, interrupted her. The black dragon appeared soon.
“Everything is clear and cold” Kaeros said while landing “It seems that the wartoks took shelter under the rock they crawled out from under.”
“Good to hear” Delon said “Could you take us to a safer place?”
Kaeros looked at him and said “The closest I know is the Island Fortress we were originally heading for... but it is far away.”
“You told me that it is only hours away” Delon said.
“Yes, but only by wings. On foot, it can take days or a week... perhaps more” Kaeros replied.
“Then you will take us” Delon said.
Kaeros looked at him with disbelief, and then said “Are you feeling all right? I may be strong, but I cannot carry all of you at the same time... even if can carry two humans, a dragon would be far too much. I cannot carry weights equal to me.”
Delon stared at the red dragon for a while... then he said “Alright then. Look for a cave in the vicinity... we will wait for you there as long as you will be away to call some more friends.”
“Something sensible” Kaeros said “See that cave above us? It looks to be a good one... and it is not far from here...”
Rynn looked up. The cave was not far, but they would have to make it uphill and in high snow... and she wanted to get out of here as soon as possible.  The memory of the avalanche was still fresh in her mind...
“Take Arokh and I will help Rynn” Delon said “And try to be quick.”
Kaeros murmured something about being quick then grabbed Arokh. The red dragon groaned a little... but Rynn could feel that it hurt him.
“Try to be careful... we are still alive, so we still feel” She said. Kaeros did not say anything, just started to carry Arokh up to the cave.
“We better get going” Delon said and started to walk, sometimes pushing Rynn upwards.

5.   Tricks and traps

Darion got up with a yawn... he still had a little headache, but he knew that he would be all right soon. He went out of the house, and found Khai-shi awake, but still lying on the ground.
“Good morning... I hope last night was a good one” He said.
Instead of answering, Khai-shi yawned, only then she said “It was... It was great! I can't remember the last time when I enjoyed something this much... people here really know how to make fun. Too bad I can't remember all of it... maybe this is because of that drink or what...”
Darion gave her a dark look and said “Bingo. I think you have drank too much of that.”
“It tasted great” Khai-shi said and grinned “I never drank anything like that before.”
“And would you do this again?” Darion asked.
“Of course I would!” The gold dragon replied. Darion did not say anything, just thought "An alcoholic dragon... my god... what can come next?"
“While you were enjoying the carnival last night, I got some really interesting information about our dear enemies” Darion said after a moment of silence “We can now move on. Yesterday we had an easy victory... tomorrow can be harder. We better get moving... time is the essence.”
Khai-shi nodded and said, “Yes, you are right. Let's go.”
Darion mounted his dragon and Khai-shi took off, while listening to her rider's instructions.

They were flying for hours now, but they have seen no signs of hostile presence. Khai-shi looked around again and said, “I don't know... this place seems to be clear.”
Darion closed his eyes... then he said, “Yes... it looks clear. But I want to get assured. See that cave there? Go there... once I hid there from the rebelling peasants. Perhaps someone else is doing the same trick.”
Khai-shi did not say anything. She started to dive down to the cave, and soon Darion was standing in the darkness. He cast a fire spell and the cave was lit.
“I can see nothing strange” Khai-shi said.
“I can” Darion said and crouched down. He was looking at some footprints. “These are new,” Darion said “Perhaps not older than an hour.”
“Then we've company” Khai-shi said, “Let's fry them.”
Darion nodded and drew his sword.

Darion was walking as silently as he could. He knew he was alone again... he ordered Khai-shi to not follow him near. He knew that in a cave, a dragon's footsteps can be loud enough to warn everyone and everything to hide... and he did not want this. "Sneaking in the shadows... although I am a wizard, I can hide well,” Darion admitted with a smile. He crept silently in the shadows... he did not want to be discovered by anyone. He followed the footprints... and suddenly he saw something very bright. Almost in the same moment he could sense a very strong magical power. "These are Valteran wizards” Darion thought "but what they are doing here is much beyond than anything I expected... this power is greater than I counted with. I have no choose, though... I must attack now, or I wait and face an even greater danger later.” He decided to move fast.

The wizards had no idea about who approached them... they even did not detect Darion. He smiled... he knew he was holding his power as low intensity as he could... as being one of the best Valteran, he knew how to hide his energies. He rose his sword... and just when the nearest wizard turned away, he jumped out.

His plan proved to be total success. The wizards were too confused to fight back immediately, but this did not really bother Darion. He managed an well-aimed blow at the nearest wizard, who lost his head in a moment. The others turned there but they were too confused to react immediately. Darion did not hesitate. He threw his little throwing knife at the wizard he identified as the leader of the group... "Only he does not wear the usual blue uniform,” He thought. The mage had no time to evade or dodge. The little blade hit him in his head, and he died immediately. However, the others now realised the situation and did not flee. Many fire bolts and ice bolts were flying at Darion now...

He could evade the first few projectiles with ease. But while moving towards the enemy, he counted his movement wrong. A fireball hit him in his left leg. Trying to not care with the pain, he jumped up again, delivered a powerful kick at his unlucky opponent, which collapsed without a noise. Darion was surprised a bit...he did not know he has so powerful legs. He did not really think for too long, though... seeing that the situation is getting to be more dangerous than he expected, he decided to give in everything he has. He murmured a spell, and two wizards crashed into pieces as two beams of ice hit them. The remaining three wizards did not wanted to fight on. Seeing how much they have lost in a so little time, they decided to flee. They ran into the cave, which Darion came from. Darion was not in the mood to chase them... then he heard a few explosions. A few moments later Khai-shi appeared from the cave which the wizards ran into.
“It seems that you are getting lazy” She said, “I had to finish these off. What would happen if I were not with you?”
“I would not be asked such silly questions” Darion replied with a smile “Does this thing remind you of anything?”
He was looking at the glowing crystal at the corner of the hall. It was green-coloured, and it was floating still.
“No... Not really. I have never seen such a thing before” Khai-shi said while shaking her head.
“Try harder... it was you who lived centuries before and did not loose memory” Darion said.
“Maybe... the Dragonstone. But they can be only far related” Khai-shi said “This one is a bit bigger, but it does not shine so intensely... and their colour is different. What do you think? What should we do with this?”
Darion sighed and said “I don't know... but I am sure that these wizards wanted to do something with this...” Just as he said this, he could hear a big groan. The wizard he kicked down was still alive.

Both Darion and Khai-shi ran to the wizard who lay on the ground. Opening his eyes, the unlucky mage suddenly realised that he was in a trap. He did not say anything, but Darion and Khai-shi could see that he was shivering of fear.
“What was you doing here?” Darion asked on a sharp tone.
“I... don't know... Getaf told us to come do. Down here...we...oo.. o...only had to st...Stand guard” He said in a faint voice. Darion was not really satisfied with the answer... he grabbed the wizard by his hair, and turned his face to the glowing stone.
“See that stone?” Darion asked, “What is that? What is it good for?”
“I..ii..it is a Channelling Stone...” The wizard said “I...I...oo..oonly...know that i..i..it is good f..f..for sum...summm...summoning....”
"At least I know what is this” Darion thought and looked at the wizard he held "my luck. I left the dumbest of them alive...."
“Go to hell” Darion thought as he dropped the wizard a step far “Do never meet me again. Now run! Get out of my sight!!”
The scared wizard did not need anything else. He ran as fast as he could.
“You are not sane” Khai-shi said, “Why did you left this one?”
“ he will gather all his mates here” Darion said, “We won't have search for them... they will come to us.”
“Very practical” Khai-shi said with irony “And what about this stone?”
“Try a magma shot...” Darion said, “I think we better destroy this before it would be too late.”
Khai-shi nodded and shot magma at the stone. As the projectile collided into the stone there was a huge explosion... and the stone disappeared.
“Good job!” Darion said. Khai-shi smiled.... Suddenly they heard a long, loud and almost inhuman scream from the cave, which the wizard ran into. Then there was silence...

“What was that?” Khai-shi asked.
“I don't know” Darion replied “Perhaps someone else is living here... and he does not tolerate intruders. We better get prepared... whatever it is; it has to be nasty.”
“After such a scream, I do not expect anything else” Khai-shi said and looked around... then both of them looked at the dark cave. There were a few torches in the hall where they stood, so they could see something... but nothing in the deeper cave. Suddenly they heard large steps... coming towards them.
“Be ready” Darion ordered “I will move first. Fire when I dodge aside.”
“Got it” Khai-shi said.
Suddenly the big being come close enough for them to see... both of them stood thunderstruck. It was looking like a half-dracolich, half-human skeletal being. It was standing on two feet, held a big two-handed sword, and wore some kind of plate armour; but it's head was rather draconic and it had wings, and it was almost 2 and a half meters tall as it stood up in the hall.
“And now what?” Khai-shi asked... this sight shocked her. She did not expect such things here...
“What can we do?” Darion asked back “Attack.”

Darion jumped at the being, but he did not wanted to hit it with his sword. While being in the air, he shot two aimed rays of ice. The two rays hit the being's plate armour and made no damage... but it looked at Darion, and laughed very loudly. It had a strange, unnatural voice... and large sword moved towards Darion. He could only evade it in the very last moment. “It is too fast” He thought "I won't stand too long if it goes on like this". At this point, Khai-shi gave a try. She fired a magma projectiles at the skeletal being, but these projectiles also seemed to have no effect. The being laughed again... and fired a pack of fire bolts at Darion. He realised that he cannot evade this... he tried to cast a shield, while he hoped that this spell would be powerful enough to save him. Not caring with the results of his attack, the being fired a green beam at the gold dragon. Khai-shi dodged aside, but what happened astonished her... the beam took a 90-degree turn and in the next moment, hit her. She felt her body burn... and the world went dark.

The being looked at the collapsing dragon... then took a short look the totally devastated body of Darion. Only parts of the white mail and a broken piece of the sword survived the attack. The being laughed again, and said, “Rest well, Zeranah's servant! May I never see you again!” Ending his sentence, the being crouched down, since he was too tall to stand in the cave.

Darion could not get up. Although he was reborn many times, none of them were as painful as this... he could hardly breathe, and he could not move. He tried to shout for Khai-shi, but he could not open his mouth... "A darn good situation” He thought. He opened his eyes... although it was very strange; it seemed to him as if the cave became much lighter. He could see everything clearly, even the cave, which he remembered as a jet-dark thing. "My memory... fading again” He thought with a bit of sadness. He tried to get up again... he made it. But at the first step, he collided. He closed his eyes, and thought "okay, warrior. Think only about making a step. Then the next one. Then the next...". Walking slowly, opening his eyes only a few times, he made it out of the cave... but it seemed to him that it took hours. When he arrived outside, it was noon. "I spent almost a day in there!” He realised... and he realised that he was really thirsty. He slowly walked to the stream nearby. Although he fell off his leg many times, he made it there. "I wonder where Khai-shi is,” He thought. But this did not really bother him... he took his arm into the water. He opened his eyes... and he would have liked to scream. He could see a dragon's arm instead of his... he closed his eyes and shook his head. "No..no..no. This is not real. Wake up...!” He told himself, but as he opened his eyes again, the vision remained the same. He touched his face... he could feel it. "This has to be mine” He thought "or this is just a nightmare while rebirthing” He thought. But now, he desired to drink. "Khai-shi... where are you when I would need you?” He thought. He put his face into the water and drank... then he rose his head and looked at the stream. If he would have liked to scream, then now he would have liked to scream with the top of his voice, as long as he has air in his lungs. Looking at the stream, Khai-shi looked back at him... "NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNOoooooooooooooooooooooo!” he thought and he fainted... he could not endure this.

6.    Metamorphosis

Rynn looked around. The Island Fortress has changed much since she was seen it the last time. She never believed she would like to see this place so much... she closed her eyes and took a deep breath. She remembered her agony under the avalanche in Grotto... she knew only her immortality saved her. But now, with healed by the new mages trained by the traitor Valterans with haste, and with the help of the dragons carrying Arokh back here, she felt safe and good. She was now feeling as things were on the right track now. Suddenly she noticed footsteps coming neared and nearer to her... she realised that someone was near to her.
“We did good, didn't we?” Altarash asked her.
“You indeed, we did,” She said while nodded “This place looks great!”
Altarash smiled, and said, “It is not only by our plans. Dorh helped us a lot... the wartoks may be dumb, but sometimes they have brilliant ideas when it comes to fortresses. By the way, Rynn... there will be a calling here at nightfall. We will talk about your journey in Grotto.”
“We ran into a trap” Rynn said “Simple thing. It can occur to everyone...”
“It is not so simple as you think,” Altarash replied “I asked Dorh. He told me that all the wartoks are standing at his disposal... at least all the wartoks near the Dragon Temple.”
“Good to know” Rynn said.
“See a bit further than this” Altarash asked her “If all the wartoks are at his disposal, then who attacked you?”
Rynn realised what Altarash was saying. She stared at the knight, who said “Yes... this what the meeting will be about. It seems that there are still many threats remaining... we have to see our position clearly. Sorry Rynn, but I have to go now... think about this.”
Altarash turned his head away and left hastily. Rynn looked at him... he was commanding the troops rebuilding and fortifying the fortress. She thought about his words... "What were they then?” She thought, but said nothing.
“Confused, are we? After such a fall, it is not rare...” She heard a draconic voice beneath her. Rynn turned back and saw Kaeros looking at her.
“I am not confused...” She said, “I am just thinking about Altarash told me.”
“About what?” Kaeros asked.
“Dort thinks that there are no hostile wartoks... but we were attacked by wartoks.” Rynn said.
“I copy” Kaeros replied “But this is not a such big problem...”
“Oh, isn't it?” Rynn asked “Then? What were they?”
Kaeros looked at her with disbelief and said, “It seems that I have overestimated your intelligence. Haven't you heard about enough betrayals now? It is not so surprising that not all wartoks follow Dort.”
Rynn closed her eyes and sighed. "What Kaeros said might be true” She thought "but this is too simple... and Dort would know if wartoks would be missing from his teams.”
“You two did a good show in Grotto” She said. Kaeros grinned toothily.
“At least there is a dragon that knows what to do in a fight” He said.
Rynn was ready for this kind of answer. “But we have won and not you, Kaeros... or is this accidental?” She asked.
“I am not talking about your fighting skills” The black dragon said “I know that both you and Arokh are sturdy fighters... but it was quite thriving to see that red dragon in a trouble which from saved him. Felt like some kind of revenge...”
“So you still dislike Arokh” She said flatly. Kaeros stared at her for a moment.
“Typical. You think that I will like that red lizard after what he had done to me?!” The dragon snarled “I have better memory than you think. I do not forget so easily.”
“But you saved us” Rynn said.
“Indeed I did” Kaeros said while turning his head away from Rynn “Since Delon ordered me to do.”
Rynn was having mixed feelings about Kaeros now. Although he saved them, she still disliked and disbelieved in him... the behaviour of the dragon did not please her.
“And...” Kaeros continued after a pause “If we have to be on the same side then not only I will have to help my mates when they are in need. This is... some kind of life insurance.”
Rynn was now realising what was going on. "The deal what Arokh proposed to Kaeros and Delon's immortality made Kaeros rethink his way of living” She thought "and his fear of dying again only speeds this up. He really lusts safety.” She admitted that she was now starting to believe that they could convert Kaeros... "But I will take a long time” She added.
“Now I better get going... I think I may say something what will displease your red bonded” Kaeros said with a smile and left, just as Arokh landed.
“ he is very proud of himself” Arokh said while staring at the flying black dragon “I hope Delon will calm him down a bit.”
“Anything new about our attackers?” Rynn asked. Arokh shook his head and said “No. It seems that they came from nowhere and now they have gone back there. No sign of them, only the crossbows what they left. I wonder what they were guarding there...”
“Maybe we found them while they were moving to their new gathering place” Rynn said.
“And they travel with armed crossbows” Arokh replied “Do not be so childish. It is obvious to me that they were defending something... but whatever that was; it must have been hidden well. Many bonded and members of the Order searched that place after Kaeros brought the news here... but they found nothing but snow and rocks.”
Rynn nodded as a sign of understanding. Then she asked, “What do you think about Kaeros?”
Arokh stared at the ground for a moment and then said “ he is changing already... but he has a long way to go.”
“ he is behaving better now...” Rynn said, “Although sometimes he still acts strange, he is getting to be reliable.”
“I would not call him reliable” Arokh said “But he has improved a lot. See? I told you that Delon would have greater effect on him then Kaeros on Delon.”
“It is only because of you” Rynn replied “You made Kaeros change.”
Arokh smiled slightly and said “Maybe. But I will be glad to see that even our greatest traitors can return and serve the peace again... If something, then this gives hope.”
Rynn smiled back at Arokh... she felt in the same way. After a minute silence, the red dragon said
“I think we'd better go the meeting now... it should have started by now.”
Rynn nodded and mounted Arokh, then they went to the hastily built castle, which was the scene of the meeting.

7.   An undesired life

Darion opened his eyes. He was not sure what happened to him... he had only far, foggy memories. But at that moment, he could feel that he was in safe... and felt all right. He could see the stream and the grass. He was lying... and listening to his own breath. Then he tried to get up...it did not work. His body refused to get into such position. "What the hell?” He asked. Then he looked at himself... seeing the gold scales instead of the white chain mail he realised that his far memory was not a nightmare but reality. “ have I gone mad?” He thought with sinking heart. He was near to panic... he wished that someone would help him. He had an idea... He concentrated, then spoke a few words. The voice he heard was not his... it was draconic and was a bit high toned. "It is Khai-shi's....” He realised "what happened to me?...to us?". He had no time to answer, though. He heard Qaus' voice.
* What is it now Darion? I heard your voice ages ago. *
* I am in a terribly big need, Qaus * Darion thought * I need urgent help. *
* Stand still * he heard. Darion thought that Qaus realised how urgent his situation was. Suddenly a rift opened a few steps before him and he heard * Step through it *. He did so.

The sight was very familiar to him. It was the room was he was taken to when he got slain by the Ebon Knights attacking Faerburn... "It was centuries ago,” He added. He saw Qaus... and he also saw the deep surprise on the mage's face... and something more. Fear. "Would I look so bad? What is going on?” He thought with fear.
“I see you did not grow a year older” Darion said. He tried to speak about a different topic first... but the voice which was not his annoyed him. He disliked speaking in someone else's voice.
“Of course I don't. In ethereal world, time is not present” Qaus said “But what did you do, Darion?”
Darion deeply feared to hear this question...
“I do not know, Qaus” He said in a faint voice “I do not know... help me... please.”
“Do not beg” Qaus replied and came closer “Just stand still while I take a look at you.”
The mage touched his head. Darion felt something strange, which was quite similar to a little electric spark running through his body. It pained him a bit, but he did not care with that. He wanted to know what had happened to him at all costs. Qaus took his hand back, murmured something and took a few steps back.
“Is it so bad?” Darion asked. His heart sank.
“It depends what do you call 'bad' ” Qaus said.
“What is going on with me? Is this truly me?” Darion asked.
“I ask first. Did you meet a large half-human skeleton with a big sword?” Qaus asked.
Darion nodded, and said, “I did. That killed us... with ease.”
“You would have been no match for him” Qaus said.
“But what is going on with me?” Darion asked impatiently and angrily.
“You know that all riders want to get close to their dragons” Qaus said.
“I know. But what about me?!” Darion asked while shouting.
“You are the new recorder.”

Darion's rage disappeared.
“What did you say?” He asked.
“I will explain, don't worry” Qaus said “You were killed and were simply reborn.”
“But what is this then?” Darion asked while looking at himself.
“The enemy you have met in the cave was Warbeg... a god. He is the God of Pain.”
Darion was thunderstruck... he tried to defeat a god! "I am lucky to be alive!” He realised.
“I am sure that he destroyed your previous body” Qaus went on “And he has done something with Khai-shi. Your dragon must have run into a soul-attack... so she too got killed instantly.”
“But I would not be here if my soul had been damaged” Darion said.
“It was not successful” Qaus said,  “It seems that your enemy forgot something. The bond If you ask me, Khai-shi got killed... but since you were bound, her soul is still existing... in yours.”
Darion could still not see the whole... this was a bit too weird for him.
“Would you now tell me exactly what happened?” Darion asked.
“You were killed by Warbeg” Qaus started explaining “And he also did something to Khai-shi's soul. Your body was devastated, so your unconscious searched for a body near, as you were reborning. Khai-shi's was untapped physically... so you were reborn in her. A play of fate.”
Darion now got it... he looked at himself again. He now realised why were things different. He was now seeing the world from another point of view... till this, he was human. From now, he was a dragon... "I should have got drunk with her on that carnival... that was my last chance to do it,” He thought... but he had a more serious thought.
“What happened to our souls?” Darion asked.
“Khai-shi's was devastated or maybe she was simply exiled from her own body” Qaus replied “But it seems that the bond did not transfer this kind of damage. But she is still alive... deep in you. The bond affected you too... never forget this.”
"I did never forget that...,” Darion thought. Suddenly he noticed Qaus smiling.
“What is so funny?” He asked with rage.
“No.. Nothing about you” Qaus said, “I only realised how history repeats itself.”
“Explain that” Darion said.
“What happened to you is quite familiar to what Navaros did once” Qaus said “Of course, he did it by his own will, while you only accidentally did it... and with a god's interfere.”
Darion was thunderstruck... he realised that what Qaus said was true. "I am in no connection with that idiot Navaros” He said to himself.
“Look at the brighter side of this” Qaus said seeing Darion's despair.
“What brighter side?” Darion asked.
“You are now a dragon with a human soul. You possess all your human skills, but now enchanted and powered up by a dragon's abilities... you can become as strong as no one was!”
Darion knew that the mage was right. "No time for tears” He thought, "I want to take revenge... on a god. Doesn't matter... there is always a way to kill someone. And I will find this way."
“Let's go then!” He said... looking at the benefits; he started to enjoy his new form. But as he wanted to step, he fell off his feet and fell on the floor.”
“You are like a new-born dragon yet” Qaus said, “This is a new body. You have to learn even how to move... only then you will be able to fight. Hmm... I think you better ask a dragon to raise you up.”
Darion did not enjoy the joke. "Once I will be able to move freely, I will test these talons on you!” He thought while listening to Qaus's faint laughter.

8.    The new enemy in sight

The meeting was started in a really bad mood. All who was there knew what happened... "I wonder how worse these news are” Rynn thought. She feared that the answer is "really bad"... or something worse.
“I think all of you have been informed what happened” Altarash started “Anyone having any ideas what this can be?”
“I do not know anything about them” Dorh replied “Perhaps they are renegades... but this is really unlike. I did not hear about renegades.”
“And what if there was a second army of Navaros” Leshiss said “Which just awaited to act in a better time, and seeing their master's fall they started to move?”
“Also unlikely” Dorh replied “Navaros would have used full power. All what he possess.”
“ he did not needed your service” Leshiss replied “It could be that there were other wartoks, which you knew nothing about.”
“And they would move when the dragons returned and the Order is re-established?” Arokh asked, “You must be joking. They would hide as well as they can.”
“I think I know what this is” A voice said. All of them looked there to see Tarad and Farg arriving.

“Tell us then” Rynn said. She did not wanted to say anything... since Darion's appear things became more and more weird for her... "But I now Delon is back... and it seems that everything will be right now.” She thought... and she did not really wanted to think about anything else at the moment.
Tarad landed and Farg got off from him.
“I was thinking about the stories, which Tarad told me” Farg said “And I have found a very strange thing.”
“Speak it out” Leshiss said, “Wait no more.”
“Tarad told me that Navaros was originally member of the Order” Farg started “And he went to long journey.”
“Exactly” Arokh said “But why is it so important?”
“Only because he has joined the Dark Union” Farg said, “If someone joins something, then that thing must exist before he joins it.”
“A very difficult sentence telling a really simple thing” Altarash said, “What is the point in this? All of knew this already.”
“There had to be a Dark Union before Navaros” Farg said.
“And?” Arokh asked, “I don't see why is that so important. He became the leader of that, and we defeated him well. They are no more.”
“I am not so sure in this, Arokh” Farg replied “And what if Navaros was not the leader? If he was only sent here to conquer? If he was nothing more than a warlord which can be replaced? If there can be a new invasion preparing and you simply found the scouts for that?”
Deep silence fell on them after these words were spoken. Arokh broke the silence after a minute, saying “What you tell us is quite weird... but maybe you are right. But how shall we find this out?
“We better ask someone” Farg replied.
“And who?” Leshiss asked, “Who would know more?”
“Someone who was there for all the time” Tarad said.
Everyone looked at him, but Rynn answered “We better ask Kaeros.”

Both Delon and Kaeros were really surprised to see the team approaching them.
“Ahh, Rynn! Nice to see you around” Delon said.
“And with what kind of company” Kaeros added “What's going on? End of the world?”
“Do not joke, Kaeros” Arokh said “We have really important things to discuss.”
“And what?” Kaeros asked with a yawn.
“Tell us about the Dark Union” Farg said. Kaeros gave him a dark look and said “For what reason?”
“Since I ask you, you don't need reasons to speak” Arokh said. Kaeros sighed and said “What do you want to hear?”
“What happened to you after you joined them with Navaros?” Farg asked.
“We had to pass some tests to join” Kaeros said slowly while remembering “But they were easy to us. We were the champions... But when we joined, we realised that in the Union, there were a moderate number of inner conflicts. There are many greater lords, led by the Shadowlord. When we were there, the Shadowlord was called Zeranah. Although being led by a supreme leader, the greater lords sometimes clashed, trying to defeat each other. This was mine and Navaros' luck. While battling with each other, we planned our invasion for Drakan. During the 10 years, we have established a large army, and decided to go. We simply left, using the Death Magi serving us. I guess that this was the reason for the hunt for Navaros... this deed was taken as a betrayal. Quite interesting... I fooled the Order of Flame to fool the Dark Union later. This could be my hobby now...” And Kaeros smiled slightly.
“I told you to not joke with this topic” Arokh said angrilly “You mean you left the real Union?”
“We did. We betrayed it” Kaeros said “But why is this so important?”
“The wartoks you saved Arokh from were not wartoks from here” Dorh said.
“This means that they must have came from another world...” Farg went on “And it is likely that the real Union is trying to come here again.”
Kaeros stared at the ground for a while and said “Well, it can be... but if that would happen, there would have not been a so few wartoks but a great army of them, no?”
“Maybe they were only scouts” Farg said “But as you can see, we are a great danger now. We must ensure this land's safety...”
“So we will attack first” Tarad said.
Kaeros looked at him half angered half astonished.
“Do you know what do you want to do?” The black dragon said “That would be a suicide! They are much stronger than you think.”
“Maybe... but we have no choose. So, Kaeros? Will you help us? Or at least show the way to there” Altarash asked. Kaeros thought for a moment, then said “Since I am the member of the Order now, I will help you... I can do nothing else” He said while looking at Arokh “Follow me. I will show the way.”
Tarad and Arokh were just about to get off when Altarash said “Go with Kaeros! We will gather the Order. They will be ready in a week I assume.”
Tarad and Arokh nodded and flew off, following Kaeros.

While flying, Arokh said “Rynn... I have a bad feeling about this.”
“What exactly?” Rynn asked and thought “ he never ever told me about his fears..."
“I think we will face serious threats there” Arokh said “I only know about one, but that will be far enough.”
“What do you want to say?” Rynn asked “What can be so dangerous?”
“Darion serves the Dark Union, doesn't he?” Arokh asked “We would have to take him on if we attack...”
Rynn realised that this was a very serious danger. Although she has not seen Darion for a while now, she knew that he was really strong... “ he rules Drakan... he must be extremely powerful... He could give us immortality and bring back Delon...". She shook her head, trying to fade these thoughts. Finally, she said “Fear not, Arokh... we could deal with Navaros, although he was powerful too. We will make it this time, too.”
Arokh smiled and said “You are very optimistic... I hope everything will turn out as we hope.”
Rynn did not say anything, just thought, "I hope too".

9.    A dragon's life

Darion was not sure now if he made the right choice getting a dragon's body. Although Khai-shi was really strong even when compared to other dragons, being not human was very hard for Darion. He could learn how to walk easily, but learning to use his breaths and trying to fly was equal to hurting himself with colliding into everything. A few dracolichs were ordered to teach him how to do such things, but the poor undead had a really hard time with him. Soon both them and Darion grew tired of each other, so Darion decided to leave. He concentrated, and tried to cast a rift-opening spell... it worked much more easily then he expected. "I am very powerful” He admitted "but I still have a long way to go". He entered the rift, which closed beneath him.

He got out of the rift in Drakan. "Let's see how can I fly” Darion thought and did so. He tried to take off, and he could make it easily. But his starting optimism disappeared after his first try to change his heading. "I wonder how can dragons fly...” he thought, and saw a large hill in front of him. He tried to turn back, but he hit the cliff. He lost his stability and fell down, luckily onto the grass, hitting himself hard. Lying on the ground on his back, he thought, "At least I am now on the ground". This made him feel a bit better... Suddenly he heard Qaus' voice, saying "“What are you doing, Darion? Sunbathing?”
* I am on my back only because I landed in a hard way * Darion replied.
* I thought that you bored with the gold colour so you want to become brown * Qaus said with a faint laughter, then said * I saw you landing... dropped like a stone *.
Darion wished to reply, but suddenly he heard wing clapping. He rolled aside and got on his foot. He saw a green dragon with orange eyes approaching him. The dragon stared at him for a while and said
“Good day there... forgive me, but I cannot remind your name, although you look very familiar to me. Who are you?”
* You are a dragon, not a human now! * Qaus reminded Darion, and he said “I am Khai-shi....”
It was really hard for him to speak like this... he would have liked to say "Darion” But he thought that it would not have been advisable. Khai-shi was well known, since she was a clan-leader... it would have been easy for some dragons to recognise her.
“Ahh... now I do remember “The green dragon said, “What are you doing here these times? It was said that you left.”
“I did not leave” Darion said, “As you can see, I am still here.”
“I can see “The dragon replied “Erm... where is your human friend?”
Darion was thunderstruck... he tried to think of a practical answer, then said “he is far away... he is training hard. He won't be back soon.”
"The easiest way to make the disappear of my human body unrecognisable... then Darion will be killed in fight or die during the training...” he thought and added "I will miss my human life much."
“You must be very lonely then” The dragon said. Not knowing what to answer, Darion said, “Yes... sometimes I am.”
The other dragon gave him a slight smile and said “If you need company, just go to that cave, up on that hill” And he looked at a black hill. Darion could see the cave in it. The dragon went on “I will be there when you need me...” And the green dragon took off and left.
* What a nice behaviour * Darion thought, telling Qaus in the same moment, then he went on * They are really kind to their kin *.
* Do you know why? * Qaus asked back.
* Nope... why? * Darion asked.
* He is into you totally. Love at first sight * Qaus said with a little laughter.
Darion was astonished. He looked at the flying green dragon for a while, and then asked Qaus, saying
*Are you sure? Would I have such charm on female dragons? *
* I don't think * Qaus replied * this was not a female dragon. *
Darion was surprised very much... then he could only ask * Then... why is he so into me? *
He could not hear the answer, but due to the temporary telepathic link between he and Qaus, he could know that the mage was laughing... then answered * Because YOU are a female dragon at the moment... and as I think, you look very nice. Or did you forget this already? *
Darion did not think about this until this moment. He was shocked to realise it. "Keeps going better and better” Darion thought "what can come next?"
* Wanna have little dragons? * Qaus asked with uncovered irony and with faint laughter.
* No. Only want to have a mage's head * Darion replied on a harsh and angry voice.
* Okay, I quit joking... for a little time * Qaus said * I can give a bit of advice... but not much. I was never a gold dragon. *
* I would be pleased with your efforts * Darion replied.
* First, do never forget who you are * Qaus started * from now, you are Khai-shi. A wrong sentence can be fatal... keep this in mind. Secondly, do never forget what you are. Nothing personal, but I think you lack knowledge of dragons. For an example, the ways of their personal life...  In order to avoid some... erm... undesired situations, try to learn about your new race as much as possible, and better make it fast. But the main thing is to try to hide for all the time. It is likely that it will take long to learn even the most basic things about dragons... but it is also likely that it will be also long to learn to use your new body. As long as you do not possess your body perfectly, you better avoid combat... and to be in more safe, you better avoid everyone. And one more thing, the last. Be ready for unsuspected events. *
*What 'unsuspected events' should I be ready for? * Darion asked while thinking “ how can I be ready for anything unsuspected?".
* Never forget that you now possess Khai-shi's body. Despite this, she is alive. The bound has kept her soul alive within yours. She will awake; it is only a question of time. And this can cause many problems. * Qaus replied.
* What problems? * Darion asked with a little fear.
* Think about her situation. She will be alive in her body... but she will not be able to control that, since you are controlling that body already. And since no one ever did such things before, we do not know anything about a dragon's behaviour in such conditions. Be ready for everything. *
* I will be. * Darion replied. As he ended the sentence, he could feel the telepathic link between he and Qaus disappearing. Now being alone, he started to think about what he heard. "Unsuspected events... Khai-shi.” He thought and shook his head "eck. I don't want them to come unsuspected. I want to control the events of my life!” He thought. He knew that there was only one way to do this. He had to awake Khai-shi. He wandered how can he do this... he tried to concentrate only on his mind. He started to search for something strange... for something, which is not him. He did not find anything... he started to doubt that Khai-shi was still alive. "I must have found something if she would be alive... dreams, memories, feelings...anything. There must be something....” he thought, then decided to try again, but in a different way. He tried to cast the spell of viewing a creature's mind on himself. It had an effect which he was not ready for... suddenly he collapsed without power to keep himself standing, and he was screaming because of the pain... but he realised that his voice was coming from further and further... then it disappeared and he could hear nothing.

He opened his eyes... it was very strange. He looked around... the place was very familiar to him. It was a large clearing... "The place I saw when I entered Khai-shi's mind” He realised. Suddenly he could feel his Dragon's presence... "She must be alive,” He thought.
“Where are you? “ he asked, then shouted “Show yourself!
Nothing happened. No answer, no event. Nothing. Darion decided to not give up.
“What did you do to me?” he asked “What happened?”
He could still hear nothing for moments... but the answer came shortly.
“What did I done to you?” he heard a voice without a body he could see... he could also realise that it was Khai-shi speaking, but this was not her voice. "Something... different” He thought. The voice went on, saying “Is it me who captured someone's body? Is it you who are not alive? I thought you came here to tell me what is going on.”
“It is I who need answers” Darion said “I am in a terrible need”
“It is you in a terrible need?!” The voice asked half-shouting “You do not know how tortures I am going through moment by moment! It is much worse than your worst nightmares!”
Darion admitted that she was right. He first did not know what to say... "Compassion... yes... that can be. I must calm her down” He thought.
“Maybe you are right. But you must help me... please. I know that what happened to you is one of the worst things what could have happened... but... I beg you.... You must help me...! Only then I will be able to help you.” Darion replied, and added whispering “Please...”
The voice was silent for a minute, then said “I... I am sorry. I thought that this was a play written by you... I thought you followed the path of Navaros. But now I see that I was wrong... forgive me. I am feeling terrible.”
"Feeling?” Darion thought, "She... feels? That means...that she is alive...already?” He suddenly realised that the bond also works when it comes to rebirthing. "When I am alive so she is” He thought "and this voice is her... or what remains of her".
“Then help me!” Darion said “Once I will learn what happened I will help you... as much as I can.”
“What can you do for me?” Khai-shi asked.
Darion thought for a moment, then said “I don't know... only Navaros was in such a situation... but he never tried to do anything for his dragon.”
“I guess this means you can do nothing” Khai-shi said “Am I right?”
“I fear that...yes. I am sorry...so sorry. But I am not a god. I can not do everything I want” Darion replied. He could hear a sigh... "I should have lied” He realised. "Too late” He added.
“At least you are telling me the truth...” Khai-shi said. This surprised Darion... he thought that the dragon would be upset or something like that, but Khai-shi seemed to remain calm. She went on saying “I don't know what I can do for you, though. I will try to help you... but if I can ask something... be careful with my body. If I will ever be able to regain it, I want it back in a good condition.”
Darion smiled... and he suddenly returned to reality. As fast the vision come is as fast it has gone. He was feeling something strange, though... he got on his feet without opening his eyes. He moved his arms, legs and wings... he could do it without focusing on the movements. "It is really easy now” He realised "is...this...Khai-shi's help?". He did not know, but he thought that the answer is "yes". He smiled... now he was feeling deeply sorry for his bonded. "I hope I will be able to repay this,” he thought.
“Are you all right?” he heard a draconic voice. He opened his eyes... he was in a cave, and he could see the green dragon standing in the front of him. "What am I doing here?” Darion thought... then he recalled what Qaus said...” he is totally into you” And "you are a good looking dragon". Darion hoped that this does not mean what thinks it to. "Khai-shi” he thought, "what would you do in such situations?". But no answer came. "Damn....” he thought, “ how am I supposed to make out of here?". Suddenly he saw a picture of many little dragons... perhaps newborn ones. He realised that this was Qaus playing with him...and he heard "what about this way? You could be a good mother” And a faint laughter. Darion did not reply just thought “high heavens.”

10.   A war renewed

Rynn was looking at the black altar. Since she was given magical training, she could feel the great powers channelling near the altar.
“This was the place where we arrived first time” Kaeros said “This is the easiest way to there.”
“The most easy?” Arokh asked.
“It is easy, but the last time I saw it, it was well defended” Kaeros replied “But I don't think that it would be still guarded. Darion rules this world now... no one there would think what are you planning at the moment. But I still say that this is a suicide.”
“In a changing world, standing still is the biggest danger” Farg said “Are you sure?”
“I am” Kaeros replied.
“Well, we better get moving back then” Rynn said “I think we will be needed in gathering the whole Order together.”
No one said anything, expect Kaeros murmuring something. They left the cave and took off to go back to the Dragon Temple.

They were still flying when the sun set. “We better land now” Tarad said “We can still fly on tomorrow... I am getting to be tired.”
“Right” Arokh said and started diving. Soon all of them were on the ground. Kaeros led them to a big cave, big enough to be enough for them all.”
“I am going to get some wood to make a fire” Rynn said “Delon? Will you come with me?”
“I will” Delon said and jumped down from Kaeros. Farg also got off from Tarad and said “I will go with you if you wish.”
“Then come” Rynn replied.
“I will await you here” Tarad said with a yawn.
“And so will I” Arokh said.
“Lazy dragons. They could carry a whole cart of wood” Delon murmured. Both Rynn and Farg heard it and they smiled on the sentence. Rynn imagined Arokh as a horse, pulling a cart full of wood... “If Delon will have more ideas like this, I will feel sorry for Kaeros,” She thought.
“I will scout around” Kaeros said “I will be back soon.”
Ending his sentence, the black dragon left. Rynn watched at him for a while, then she got moving with Delon and Farg.

It was not difficult, rather hard. Delon was carrying lots of smaller branches while Farg and Rynn tried to move a whole tree, cut out by the Runeblade. They were moving slow, but they made it back to the cave. They found Arokh and Tarad sleeping.
“If anyone has a rope, then just give it to me” Farg said “I have a mouth to close.”
Rynn suddenly realised that Farg was talking about Arokh who was snoring loudly.
“Take revenge!” Delon said with an evil grin “Start singing! That will make them have nightmares for sure...”
Farg gave the boy a dark look... but even Rynn smiled at the joke. She felt exhausted... she sat down. Farg took the Runeblade and started to cut the tree into smaller pieces, while he said “I wish Heron created a Runeaxe. It would be much easier to cut this tree....”
Although he was complaining non-stop, he finished it in an hour. Then, with using her magical abilities, Rynn started a fire. Since it began to be a bit chilly, all of them sat near the fire.
“You are using this fire spell well” Farg told Rynn “You will be a good wizard if you keep on training.”
“Then train me too” Delon said.
“I will” Rynn replied with a smile. Suddenly they heard wing beats, and Kaeros appeared in the entrance of the cave.

“What a...?” The black dragon asked where he saw the dragons sleeping.
“They were really tired, Kaeros” Delon said “Anything interesting?”
“It depends on what do you call interesting” Kaeros replied “Rynn... did you ever meet Werokh?”
Rynn looked at Kaeros, then asked “Why do you ask this?”
The black dragon looked at her, then said “Just because... I thought he was killed in the Dark Wars.”
“Well, I met him in the Grotto” Rynn said “And from what he and Arokh said, I think that Werokh was indeed killed earlier, but he was awakened...or something like that.”
“Was he bonded?” Kaeros asked.
“No... He was not” Rynn answered “I said he was awakened without bonding.”
Kaeros murmured something and stared at the ground. “He is deep in his thoughts” Rynn thought, "I wonder what he is thinking about".
“What happened?” She asked “You can tell us.”
“I think I have seen a thing much worse than your wartoks” Kaeros said quietly.
Both Farg and Delon looked at Kaeros while Rynn closed her eyes and took a deep breath. "What now?” She asked of herself.
“What have you seen?” Delon asked.
“I have seen Werokh. Alive...” Kaeros said “he was flying and he did not notice me... but he was alive.”
No one said anything. After a minute silence, Rynn asked “Are you sure?”
“I am” Kaeros replied “White dragons are quite rare. It is easy to keep them in mind...”
“The Union is coming faster than we expected” Farg said “We have to wait till the morning. We cannot go with tired and powerless dragons... that would be very dangerous. But at morning, we will go with full speed. You better lay down, Kaeros. Tomorrow you will need all your power... and so should you do Delon.”
“You too, Farg...I will stand guard” Rynn said. Farg nodded and replied “Wake me up at around midnight or when you fell too sleepy.”
Rynn nodded and Farg, Kaeros and Delon started to sleep. Rynn looked at them... then she looked at the fire. She was thinking about the news what Kaeros brought. "Werokh... again. This can mean an even greater threat... we better speed up. We must not let another Dark War begin,” She thought. The she looked at the moon... and she did not know why, she felt calm. She was feeling alright...and suddenly Arokh started to snore again. Rynn now wished back the silence... but she could do nothing about it.

Tomorrow morning the dragons awoke first. Both Arokh and Tarad got up with big yawn, while Kaeros did not seem to want to hurry... the black dragon stayed lying on the ground with open eyes.
Arokh looked at Rynn who was awake all night and was still sitting close to the fire.
“You don't like sleeping?” he asked. Rynn looked at him with surprise.
“Why would I not like sleeping?” She asked back.
“Since you did not sleep yesterday night...” Arokh said “This reminds me our search for Delon...” you were up for two days. Or when we were fighting against those mages... you marched on for almost three days without resting. It seems to me that you only sleep when necessary.
Rynn smiled, but did not answer. A minute later she said “We've got big problems, Arokh. We better get moving fast.”
The red dragon looked at her with question and his eyes.
“What problems?”  he asked.
“I have met Werokh yesterday” Kaeros said “Which can mean that our enemies are stronger now than we suspected them to be.”
Arokh stared at Kaeros for moments, then at Rynn. Finally he asked “Are you sure it was Werokh?”
“Do you doubt in my abilities?” Kaeros asked.
Arokh shook his head.
“No” The red dragon replied “I do not. But... would be Werokh here again?”
“he was resurrected once, I think it can be done twice” Rynn said “So? I think we better get moving... now. Each passing moment can bring more dangers to us.”
Arokh stared at the ground for almost a minute, then he said “Yes. Wake up Delon and Farg... we will be on our way as fast as we can.”

11.   An unsuspected ally

“So? Or... can't you speak?” The green dragon asked again, and it came closer with a few steps.
Darion could speak, but he did not know what to say. "I have to say something or he will come closer” he thought, and asked “how did I get here?”
“I was flying around when I heard you screaming... seeing you unconscious on the ground, I decided to bring you here.” The green dragon replied.
Darion nodded... he did not know if he needed this kind of help.
“Who are you?” Darion asked “We have met twice now, and I even do not know your name.
The green dragon smiled slightly and said “Erm... sorry. I am Tharos...”
"Tharos” Darion thought, "I wonder if he will let me go".
“Excuse me, Tharos” Darion started “But I think I have to go. Some of friends of mine are waiting me now.”
The dragon looked at him for ages. Darion began to doubt that he will be allowed to go, but Tharos said “You can leave whenever you want... feel free to go.”
Darion smiled slightly... and said a "thanks". Then he left.

He realised that it was much easier for him to fly now. It was strange. He knew that now he did not lack the knowledge needed... but he also knew that this was not his knowledge. "Khai-shi” he thought "I wonder what are you doing at the moment". Suddenly he saw something heading towards him... a white dragon. Having no ideas to do, he started to dive. "I will hide,” he thought.

He made it down pretty fast. He has seen many of Khai-shi's weird and agile movements before, but now he thought that he did one of the fastest moves. "Like a stone” he thought "but this time with a nice landing". He realised that he landed without focusing on how to land... it was a reflex. He hastily walked to a cave and went inside. It was dark, but his eyes soon got used to the darkness, and he could see. It was not a cave, rather a hole in the mountain. It was really small. "Damn” Darion thought, but as he turned back he saw a big white dragon standing in the entrance. "Will I have to fight my way out?” Darion asked of himself, and he was not sure in the answer.
“What are you doing here?” Darion asked “Who are you?”
Although he asked it, he now recognised who was standing in front of him. It was Werokh... the white dragon he met centuries earlier. “He should be dead now” Darion thought "Arokh killed him once, and he must have been ‘died’ even before that... but he is still here. This must be a trap” he warned himself.
“I am Werokh” The white dragon started “And I am here to help you in regaining your abilities... as long as you don't give me new orders.”
“ help me?!” Darion thought "Me giving orders? What is this?". He had no answer.
“Who told you to help me?” Darion asked.
“It was a creature called Zeranah” Werokh replied “he told me that you can be found here. What shall we do now?”
Darion had no ideas. All things were too complicated for him... he was confused. "I need something to shut down my mind” he thought "that would help. To clear it from all my thoughts".
“I wish to practice fighting” Darion said.
“Right” Werokh answered “Now and here?”
“Till first blood” Darion ordered.
“As you wish.” And Werokh went out and flew up. Darion followed him.

It was quite easy to fly as Darion realised, but it was difficult for him to aim. He shot a few fire bolts at Werokh, but all of them missed their target. However, Werokh did not shoot back, he just dodged aside and charged Darion. He dodged to left and tried to fire again, but he missed. Werokh turned left and now shot back. Darion dived hastily and tried a talon attack... he was unlucky. He realised that he greatly underestimated Werokh's abilities... the white dragon dodged aside from him and shot him with a shot of ice. "AAuuuuchhh” Darion thought but said nothing "this hurts much". He now saw that Werokh was diving in order to land. "Till first blood” Darion reminded himself "it is now over.” he sighed. "I am already feeling better,” he admitted "sometimes a fight can be really healthy” But he was interrupted. He could see that Werokh was flying up to shoot something coming... and there were electric beams coming back. Suddenly he realised what was going on.... The green dragon attacked Werokh. "I better stop them” he thought, "Werokh may get hurt. If Zeranah sent him, then I better keep him alive". He started to fly hastily. He made it between Werokh and Tharos.
“Go away!” Werokh shouted while flying aside “Let me get him!”
“Let me take him on!” Tharos murmured while also flying around in order to see his opponent.
“Stop this” Darion shouted “Don't you hear me?! STOP!”
Both the white and the green dragon were confused, but they did, as Darion wanted. They landed. Darion followed them after he got assured that the dragons would not attack each other while flying down. He landed between them. He turned to Tharos and asked “What are you doing here?”
“I have seen you fighting” The green dragon replied “And I could see that you need assistance.”
“Thanks” Darion said and turned to Werokh “See? He is Tharos... a friend of mine.”
“If he is your friend then I would not like to see your enemy” Werokh answered.
Darion ignored the answer. He turned to Tharos again and said “Well, Tharos, this is Werokh... we were not fighting. Werokh was just giving me... erm... a little practice. To keep myself fit “And Darion forced a smile. Tharos was looking strange at Werokh... and so did the white dragon. After a few moments of deep silence, Tharos said “Alright... but... may I join your little team?”
Darion was surprised to hear that... but he hastily said “Yes... as you wish.”
“I am going to hunt something to eat” Werokh said.
“Would you mind if I would follow you?” Tharos asked. Werokh gave him a dark look, the he said
“Come if you want.”
The two dragons took off and left while flying low, leaving Darion alone. Darion did not waste time, though. He tried to get into contact with Qaus... and it worked.
* I have seen the scene * the mage said * it was really interesting. *
* Why is Werokh here? * Darion asked * and how? What is going on? *
* AARRGGHHH * Qaus replied * can't you see anything? Are you such blind? *
* Give a little help to a new dragon * Darion said * be a good mama'! * . Qaus laughed a bit.
* Let me begin then * Qaus started * Werokh is only the beginning of Zeranah's plans. Although our Shadowlord even did not tell the other lords like Zakhtos, he informed me... I am built-in member you know. Now you are built-in too, Darion. As you hear this, you have become one of us. *
"Nice to hear” Darion thought. He wandered if he desired this information so badly...
* Zeranah has learned much from Navaros. * Qaus went on * He learned things like how to resurrect bonded dragons without re-bonding them. This how Werokh is alive... Zeranah is planning to teach this to you... it can prove to be useful. By this time, many other dragons are under resurrection. We will reveal the position of their soul crystals when you will be ready... be patient. *
* Resurrecting is quite not the way we usually follow * Darion interrupted.
* This time our usual ways would worth nothing * Qaus replied * with this, you can establish a strong army... mainly depending on resurrected dragons which will follow you loyally. But be ready... the method is not perfect. It can occur that they will regain their true personalities after a while... it seems to me that Werokh has done this already. But fear not... this is not so serious. Whatever happens, they will not disobey you. As about what is going on around you... I hope you did not forget that you are a female dragon at the moment. And you are very strong... the ex leader of a clan *
* I did not forget this * Darion relied.
* What is happening is really simple * Qaus said * Werokh and Tharos are simply very jealous to each other. Both of them are into you... so they will do everything to get you closer to them. This can be very good to you, though... since they are afraid of angering you, they will not attempt to fight each other as long as you dislike this kind of behaviour. Also, this is the reason for Tharos's will to follow Werokh... he wants to get assured that the white will do something which he does not know about. *
Darion smiled... he never thought that a dragon would into him. "Better keep my eyes open” he reminded himself "this can make several traps too".
* What do you know about that god who killed me? * Darion asked.
* No good * Quas replied * he is far more powerful then we expected. In order to give you an edge against him, I will send you some equipment. *
* EQUIPMENT?? * Darion asked * I am a dragon now!! How the heck could I use a weapon?!! *
* Fear not. They will be made for you * Qaus replied * it will be a bit unusual, but you will get used to it fast. As for Warbeg... it seems the return of the Order did not only awake the dragons... although Warbeg is existing for many centuries now, he was asleep... until this. For a reason we do not really know he awoke and he started to destroy the Valteran's homeland... he will be finished soon. He will eradicate that world totally... hurry up, Ruler of Drakan. Time is the essence. You have only a little time to prepare... so move fast. The things you need will be at the place whose sight is now I am sending into your mind... the new resurrected dragons will also join you shortly. It can occur that some elite troops will be dispatched for your aid. *
* Thanks for the help * Darion said * but what are things for? Why are you trying so hard to save Drakan? *
* It is not for Drakan * Qaus said * but against Warbeg. He is an old acquaintance of Zeranah... but I cannot tell you anything more. Maybe later, when I am permitted. *
Finishing his sentence, Qaus ended the telepathic link with Darion. Darion could hardly understand what he heard... the weirdest was the equipment for him. He imagined himself as a dragon carrying a broadsword and a shield... and he could not hold himself from bursting out in laughter.

12.    Voices

Rynn felt something strange when flying back to the Temple with Arokh. It was not fear, and not the feel of the triumph... it was something... different. Something between these two. She knew she only felt this twice... when she woke up Arokh and when defeating Navaros she plunged into the rift with the red dragon. "Will this nightmare ever end?” She asked herself... and soon realised that this question was in her mind. This made her feel so bad... but not the question itself. The answer was the main reason. The answer... she did not knew. She closed her eyes... and she tried to hold back her tears as the sight of her destroyed town reappeared before her. "I have lost almost everything there” She thought "all what meant the life to me". She looked at Delon and at Arokh then... she knew that yet she had something to fight for... "besides Drakan” She reminded herself. But the question was still in her mind... and it became more and more louder by each passing moment. "Will this ever end?” She asked herself... "NO!”A voice repeated in her heart "It will never end! Only you... you will end, Rynn. Soon or later. You had a good life... but with the village, your old life was destroyed! You think that you survived, but not! You died there... right with Atimar! What you are is not what you were!". She shook her head... she knew she was near to tears. The voice went on, saying "You say you could do nothing about the disaster which devastated your village... it can be. But what will happen if such disaster will happen? Why do you think that history can't repeat itself? Because you are now bonded? Because you are now part of Order? The part of once fallen group? It is as clear as the sun... you will never reach what you aim. Whatever you do, you will fail. Soon or later, but you will. As your village fell and as once the Order failed... you will fail".  She tried to not listen to this voice... but she could not put it out from her mind. "You think you are great. For what reason? For defeating Navaros and the Union? Navaros came back. Werokh came back from death... the Union will return. As a hydra... if a head dies, the others will hold on until it re-grows. You cannot win.... you can not! And you will never win! You will fail...!". Rynn was now in total panic. Since this, she was more or less confident, believing in herself and her future... but now, these optimist thought began to disappear. And what she has seen beneath them was more what she could bear.
“Arokh... land! NOW!” She shouted.
“But... we must” Arokh tried to answer, looking a bit confused.
“I SAID LAND! AND NOW!!” Rynn shouted, near to the top of her voice. She wished to be on the ground again... she wished to be on her own, even if only for a moment. Arokh gave a her a strange look and started to dive.

They landed soon, followed by the others. Not waiting for Arokh to land, Rynn jumped off from the dragon and ran into the forest nearby. Arokh stared at the forest for a while, then shook his head slowly and said “I have never seen her like that... she never spoke to me like that.”
Kaeros grinned toothily, and said “I know what is wrong with her. It is always the same. I could see it while we were flying.”
“What is it then?” Arokh asked sharply.
“Do not be so angry” Kaeros smiled “It is not because of you. It is a thing unusual to you... she have serious doubts. Doubts in herself...maybe in you, maybe in us.... she has doubts in the future.”
“Doubts?” Arokh asked “She should not have... if she had doubts, she would do this earlier... like when I was captured. That was a situation for panic, not this.”
Kaeros turned his head away from Arokh, looking to be unaffected by the answer.
“It is not so easy” Farg replied “I think Rynn was showing to be more confident than she truly is. Only now she was taken over by these thoughts... she could not hold these back longer.”
“She never told me about what was wrong” Arokh murmured.
“Perhaps she will do it now” Farg replied “But you better get moving. Find her... I think she needs help... she needs help more then ever before.”
Arokh stared at the ground for a moment, then took off and started to fly at the direction where Rynn entered the forest. He could not stop thinking "why?".

Rynn was alone, sitting on a stone in the forest. It was quite dark, it seemed to her that it was already nightfall. She was not in the mood to think about such things though. "I will not fail! I will fight... and I will win” She thought.... but she suddenly realised that she did not really believe in this now. All her faith has gone. "I don't want to fail... I don't want to die” She thought. Although she knew she would not die easily because of the immortality she possessed, she still feared this event. She was now looking at the enemy she was fighting with for so long...for a lifetime. And she now thought that whatever she will do, this enemy will win. This thought only made her more depressed... Suddenly she heard a loud sigh beneath her. Turning back she saw Arokh.
“What do you want here?” She asked in a low toned voice.
“I think we need to speak, Rynn” Arokh answered “I think something is not right here.”
“Nothing is right” Rynn replied “Nothing.”
“Do not be so down” The dragon said “Would you stop so near to the finish?”
“No, I would not” Rynn answered “But we are not near to the finish.”
“We are closer than ever we were” Arokh said.
“You are lying, Arokh” Rynn said with a strange voice “And both of us know it. You were near in the Golden Age, weren't you? And what came then? Should I refresh your memory?”
Arokh shook his head.
“Good” Rynn went on “Or are you so blind? How long are you fighting the Union? And what did it cost? Nearly all of you died. You sacrificed everything.... For what? The Union is here again...! And we are not like Werokh. We cannot be resurrected. Can't you see?! It is a war where we are fighting an undying enemy! We are doomed....doomed to fail.”
Arokh realised that how right Kaeros and Farg were. He did not know what to say, though... what Rynn said was true. "A part of it is true... but not all. I better try some logical reasons” The dragon thought.  “What you tell me is true “he started “But this is only one side of the coin.”
“Yes?” Rynn asked “And what is the another side?”
“You would stop fighting, I guess.” Arokh said “What would that change then? You would be killed both ways, no? Do you think that Union would spare your life just because you don't fight? Do not be so naive, Rynn. If what you say is true, and we are doomed to die... then I would like to die while fighting, and not running for my life.”
Rynn stared at the ground...she said nothing.
“Do never forget, that when you joined the Order, your life has changed” Arokh went on “This not only means getting a dragon and fighting for the justice and peace, when you want....when it is easy to do. Would you give up? Tell me, Rynn... would you give up, when you see that the situation is bad? Would you not dare to take the harder route? I thought you strong enough to not always take the easy ways.”
Rynn looked at Arokh again. She now slowly understood what Arokh wanted to say.
“I know what you want to say” Rynn said in a faint voice “But... this fight seem to never end.”
“Many things seem to never end... like your life” Arokh replied.
Rynn smiled slightly... and shook her head.
“So? Do you give up, or do you fight on?” Arokh asked.
Rynn stared at the ground, then at Arokh. Finally, she said “I...I fight. I follow the path I chose.”

“Will they ever return?” Kaeros asked “I am impatient. I am tired of waiting.”
“Give them time” Farg said “Give them time.”
“She will be right soon” Delon said “I know her nature.”
“You knew her nature when she was not bonded” Kaeros said “Not now. Bonding changes both lives.”
“I know” Delon said with a sigh. Suddenly they saw Arokh with Rynn flying above them, shouting “Come now! We have no more time to loose!”
“We were waiting to give the reason to hurry” Tarad said, and took off hastily.

13.   Rearmed

Darion looked around. He was waiting for the two dragons to return. Tharos and Werokh returned just before nightfall.
“Glad to see you in one piece” Werokh said.
“Yes, she looks all right” Tharos added.
“I am all right” Darion replied, but he soon realised that he had a big problem... he was really hungry. "Even a dragon needs something to eat” he thought "well, at least I have a reason to learn how to hunt".
“Ill go off to look for something to eat” Darion said, but as he wanted to take off, he could feel as his wings were made of rock. "Perhaps I am too tired... I better rest first. That should refresh me a bit” he thought. His new form was still very new for him. “I will go hunt after a sleep “ he added and lied down to the ground. Just before falling to sleep, he could hear his two mates taking off. He was too tired where they go... he fell asleep.

Darion got up with a yawn. "NOW I am really hungry” he realised. This reminded him his arrival in Drakan... when he was human only for a day. He only ate when he was about to starve to death... "the same story” he thought. He got up and looked around... and was quite surprised to see a few roasted sheep in front of him. "Whata” he thought "Khai-shi never told me that she walks while she sleeps..."
“Good morning” he heard Werokh. The white dragon was beneath him “Or... good night. You slept long.”
“Long enough to let us catch something” Tharos added with a smile.
Darion suddenly realised that the sheep were caught by those two... "will do everything to please you” he reminded Qaus's words "well, the first time I am reborn whit finding a lucky situation” he added... and he started to eat. He did not really like roasted meat without spices... "but now, I better forget them... dragons do not really cook” he thought.
“What shall we do now?” Tharos asked.
“Perhaps find a fight” Werokh suggested.
“I have a better aim” Darion replied. He did remember Qaus's words... "I wonder what equipment did they sent me” he thought.... and he started to fly. It was strange to him... although he had never been there, he knew the way as if he was making that route daily. "They must be ready by now” Darion thought.
“Follow me!” he ordered his two mates. Both Werokh and Tharos followed him without any word.

They were flying long now. But Darion knew he was near... he did not really know why, but he could sense he was near to his target.
“Is it far?” Tharos asked.
“No” Darion replied “not now”
Suddenly Darion had a strange feeling. He stopped and looked around... he noticed a small clearing on his left side. He decided to give it a look. He did not knew that he and his friends were watched by many eyes...

“Nothing” Werokh said after landing “Did we come so far only to fly around?”
“It is here, Werokh” Darion replied “I know. I can feel it.”
“I hope you are right...” Werokh said.
“I have a strange feeling too” Tharos said “But I feel if I would be looked by something nearby...”
“Do not be so paranoid” Darion said with a slight smile “No one is here expect us.”
Tharos looked around and said nothing. Inside of his mind, Darion admitted that even he was not sure that the thing he was looking for was there. * Take a few steps forward, my dear dragon * he heard Qaus's words. He did so. Suddenly he saw a rift opening... but only a big piece of armour came out of it. It did not have the shape of any kind of armour he has seen before... it looked really strange. * armour mainly designed for you... take it on! * he heard. He walked to the armour... "what next? I can not take it on with claws” he thought. He looked around hopelessly.
“What is that?” Tharos asked.
“I guess this is what you waited for” Werokh said.
“This is...” Darion replied “But I wonder how can I manage to use it.”
* You could ask your friends to help * Qaus told Darion. Darion gave Tharos and Werokh a questioning look , then he asked “Could you help me?”
“Maybe... what is that?” Tharos said.
“It is armour for me” Darion said “But I cannot put it on.”
“I never helped anyone putting his vest on” Werokh said while shaking his head “But if you wish...”

It was not so hard... easier than Darion expected. However, he got some wounds and scars... "those talons are very sharp” he noticed and added "at least I got this thing on...". Suddenly his armour started to shine, and there was a big flash.
“What happened?” Tharos asked hastily.
“Are you all right?” Werokh asked another question.
“I am” Darion replied “I am better then I ever were.”
Darion noticed his two mates looking at him very strangely. He decided to look back at his body... and he realised what they were looking at him. The armour was nowhere, but his body was covered by a blue-coloured aura.
“A magical dragon...” Tharos whispered.
“Almost astounding” Werokh added in a low voice “She is indeed special.”
“Look around. Make sure we are safe here” Darion ordered, ignoring the other two's words. He did not want the other two see him communicating telepathically. He wanted to know what happened to him... and he knew whom he had to ask.
* What happened? What is this? * he communicated with Qaus.
* Our new armour. I hope you like it * the magi replied.
* The armour has gone * Darion said.
* No, it did not. It only got combined with you... it was a magical one. When the wearer takes it up, it transforms itself into the body of its wearer.... this time into you. Then the wearer will gain all the magical abilities the armour was enchanted with, plus the extra”defence the armour would mean when worn. This is how Ebon knights get their special abilities and their very strong defence... although they know nothing about it * Qaus explained.
* And what could that armour do? * Darion asked impatiently.
* It can turn you into transparent... so, you can now be invisible if you want to. But I must warn you: being invisible will drain your magical power, and since the armour makes you invisible and not you, these powers will only recharge slowly. * Qaus replied.
* Good to know * Darion said * Any news? *
* We have done some... urgent things. Nothing special * Qaus said.
* What was so urgent? * Darion asked.
* You have given immortality to many mortals recently. We wanted to get assured that they worth this. And we got assured that they do. * Qaus answered.
* What did you do? * Darion asked... he had a bad feeling about this.
* We gave one of them a test. Using the telepathic powers of us here in the immortal realms, we tried to make one of them doubt enough to force her to give up... we tested the one called Rynn. Despite our efforts, she still goes on fighting... and I think so would do any of them. You have done the right thing when changing them into immortals... but be much more careful next time. Zeranah does not really appreciate such deeds. However, they will serve us quite well. * Qaus said.
* By what means? * Darion asked... “ how would Rynn and Arokh serve the Union?” he thought.
* They are just about to enter the immortal realms... with the portal, which Navaros used. However, we will wait them ready. We have already made some changes on the portal itself. * Qaus explained.
* What changes? I don't think that it would worth changing that portal. Even this Order would be no match for the Union's Main Army. I have seen it only once... but it was much beyond than my weirdest dreams. * Darion replied.
* We will not fight with them. The portal will lead to an enemy of us in the Underworlds... the Order of Flame will fight against our enemy, so they will aid us! * Qaus said.
* Nice plan * Darion said * I hope it will work. *
* Fear not, it will * Qaus said * Ohh, and I have a present to you, Darion! *
* Present? What kind of present? * Darion asked. He did not know what to think of...
* A clan for you * Qaus said with laughter.
Darion wished to ask again, but he had no time to do it.
“I think we better leave” Tharos said, just landing beneath Darion.
“I agr” Darion said, but he had no time to end the sentence. They heard a draconic roar, coming from nearby.
“We've got company” Werokh said “I wonder if he is friendly or not.”
“I wonder if he is alone” Tharos added. He soon got the answer... the roar was followed by many more.
“A whole pack of dragons...!” Werokh whispered.
“Let's hope they don't feel like fighting” Tharos said.
“Stay ready” Darion ordered them. Suddenly a green dragon came out of the bushes in front of them.
“Khai-shi, once leader of the Children of the Sun” Darion said. The green one nodded, and roared again... and suddenly a big pack of dragons appeared, coming out from their hides.
“For the high skies” Tharos said.
“We are ready to fight on your side whenever you wish us to do” The green dragon said to Darion.
“Good to hear” Werokh added.
“Where did they come from?” Tharos asked.
“They are resurrected dragons like me” Werokh answered.
“Resurrected?” Tharos asked on an unbelieving voice.
“Yes. Using a soul crystal and a special spell, a dragon can be resurrected” Werokh said.
Tharos looked at him for a moment, then turned his eyes to the green one, saying “I better get a soul crystal then.”
Darion smiled at this answer... but he knew they had not much time now. "I wonder when will Warbeg arrive here” he thought.
“Order them to follow me” he said to Werokh and Tharos “We better move fast now.”

14.   Into the darkness

They were standing in front of the portal. The whole Order was ready. "Most of them will come and fight... however, some must remain here to secure our homeland” Rynn thought "and to reawaken the Order if all of us would die” She added. Since her strange thoughts in the forest, she was always thinking of a failure... "I will not give up. No way” She thought "I much stronger than that".
“Open the portal, Kaeros” She said.
“Alright” The black dragon said, and walked to the portal. He murmured something, and suddenly a rift appeared. Rynn stared at the black hole... this reminded her the place where she and Arokh got Navaros two times... as Delon as dragon. "We won there” She reminded herself "this can be a good sign."
“For the flame!” She said and entered the rift with Arokh, followed by many others.

Rynn expected something bad on the other side. She got some ideas after remembering the Grimstone Mines... but this place was not bad. It was horrible. The sky was dark as a piece of coal. No stars, no moons... no kind of light. On the ground there was only brimstone, big fires, smoke, various kinds of gases... and Rynn could touch the death surrounding her.
“This must be hell” Arokh said in a low voice.
“Yes. If hell exists, than this must be it” Tarad said.
“Interesting. I cannot remember this place” Kaeros said “My memory must have got faded a bit. After being without a body for so long...”
“And what now?” Dorh asked “We made it here, and? We do not what should we look for, we do not know where to look for it... we do not know anything!!”
“Do not be so optimistic, Dorh” Leshiss said “You always make me have a good mood.”
“I am only telling the truth, Leshiss! We even do not know a general direction where to go!!” Dorh shouted “And now? Rush through all hell?”
No one answered. They thought that they will be attacked in the same moment when they arrive here, but they could see no one... this was not exactly what they were waiting for.
“Look around and be very careful” Tarad ordered two dragons. The two took off without making noise and left hastily.
“So? What now?” Dorh asked.
“We wait” Arokh said “We will see what the scouts see.”
“Great” Dorh replied.
However, they did not had to wait for as long as they have expected. They could hear some blasts from the distance, then there was nothing... for minutes. All of they knew now that the enemy is near. And they were just waiting for this. "For my beloved homeland...” Rynn thought "and to not allow such things which happened to my village and to me!". She shouted “Charge!”

It was not really like a ground battle. In battles, there are usually some kind of tactics used, but here was no kind of organisation. The Order, who attacked, did not know what to count with, so they designed no plans for fighting here. The defenders were obviously taken by surprise, and they had no time or chance to use any kind of strategy. From above, Rynn could see what they were fighting with. There were Ebon and crimson knights on the ground, aided by wartoks and orcs. "Nothing new” Rynn thought with some relief "nothing to really fear from". Suddenly pain spread through her left leg, and she was near to falling down from Arokh for a moment.
“What happened?” She shouted.
“One guess. I was hit” Arokh said angrilly, then turned back to his normal voice “hold tight!”
The red dragon started to dive, and launched magma projectiles at various ground targets. During this, Rynn took her bow and also started to fire. She knew it did not make too serious problems to the ground troops below, but she hated being useless. Suddenly Arokh took a 90-degree turn left, and the bow fell out of her hands. "Great” She thought, but many spears thrown from below flew at her, missing her and Arokh only a little. “They are much stronger then I they should be” Arokh noticed. Rynn did not notice this... but she could see that there was a whole legion of them. She did not had time to wonder longer, though... she could feel intense pain in her chest and her motion started to blur. She tried to shout or say something, but she could simply not speak... slowly she realised that Arokh got hit well this time. "Seems I will have to rebirth again” She thought. She could feel that Arokh was now running out of endurance...and of power. They were not too high, as Rynn could see... and while looking down, she saw two crimson knights, just about to throw their spears, aiming at them. She did not know what to do first... then she got a good idea. "Let's see how good I am as a mage!” She thought and tried to remember what she learned from Farg and from Darion. She murmured a few words and two massive pack of fire left her arms. One crimson knight was hit and turned into ashes almost immediately, but she missed the second, which now threw its spear. Although she could not react, she could see the spear flying, and hitting Arokh's head. Almost in the same moment she could feel a throbbing headache... she felt if her head was about to blow up. The next thing she could see was the ground coming closer and closer to her... and then a faint >poof< and darkness.

Rynn opened her eyes, and looked around. She could see no one expect Arokh lying near to her. Looking at her dragon she noticed only three spears which hit Arokh... one in his left leg, one in his chest, and one the dragon's head, which nearly went through on the red dragon's mouth. Rynn tried to stand up, but she soon realised that it was really hard for her to stand. She could feel how bad Arokh was. Her head pained her the most, but she feared of something else... although she could feel her chest paining badly, she could also feel something else... something, which was not a so sharp pain, but it was becoming more and more painful with each passing moment. She walked closer to Arokh and looked at the spear hitting the dragons chest... she could not see anything strange. Suddenly Arokh started to choke blood... and Rynn realised that that spear hit his lung too. "My god.... what can come next?” She asked of herself. She knew that such wounds are usually mortal ones... she knew they will rebirth, but she did not really fancy the thought of dying slowly in agony, and then rebirthing also in agony. "But at least I will be alive then” She added. Then she heard something beneath her... she turned back to see two crimson knights running towards her. "I won't give up that easy!” She thought and decided to fight. She drew her sword, and the two knights stopped as they saw the Runeblade. She swung the blade around, but she did not have the power to hold the weight of it, and the blade flew away. The two knights burst out in laughter... Rynn was feeling miserable. She was weak, she was unarmed... and she was dying. Then she got a good idea. She hoped her magical training would help her once more... the two knights run towards her. When they got close enough, Rynn shot two balls of ice at the two attackers, and they turned into ice statues. She crashed these statues with fireballs easily. She smiled... "I am dangerous even without weapons!” She thought. Suddenly she could see herself surrounded by many crimson knights... she knew that the game was over. "Or not yet” She thought and created a huge blast of ice. She counted right. All the knights froze, and the most of them shattered into pieces almost immediately. However, there was a thing she did not count with. Even Arokh was hit by the spell, and Rynn could feel pain rushing through her body, then she collapsed without life.

Rynn could hardly get up. She knew what happened... "I killed Arokh....” She realised "well, he would have died anyway” She added. She looked around, then walked to the Runeblade and took it back. Suddenly she heard loud footsteps beneath her. She turned back to see Arokh... who was (to say it diplomatically) was 'really angry'. He was rather furious and enraged.
“DO YOU KNOW WHAT HAVE YOU DONE?2 he asked at the top of his voice. Rynn could remember when did she hear Arokh speaking this way... when she awoke him and told him that they will look for her brother. “ however, he looks more annoyed then he looked there” She added.
“I used my abilities2 Rynn replied “I was near to save both of us.2
“Yes, you was near” Arokh said with uncovered irony “And you killed me too!!”
Rynn knew this without being told... but she did not know what to say.
“Heron did never got me like this” Arokh murmured, but Rynn could still hear it.
“You was about to die anyway” She said “And it was not my fault! Or was it I who got hit mortally in the air?!”
Arokh looked at her with a strange look, and then said “I was NOT about to die! I was hit bad, but I was not dying!”
“Oh yes, you were” Rynn replied “You should admit it.”
“To admit what?!” Arokh asked “I was not dying! Or... I was not dying before you got me.”
“If you were not dying then why did you not help me?” Rynn asked.
“I thought you can deal with them alone” Arokh replied, and added “And you did never help me when I was fighting in air.”
Rynn was a bit thunderstruck to hear this, but she admitted that Arokh was right... she made a mistake. "But I won't give him the please of admitting it” She thought. After all, Arokh did never admit his mistakes.
“Nice to see you in one piece” They could hear. They looked up... and saw Tarad arriving.
“Same to you, Tarad” Arokh said “ how is the battle going?”
Tarad gave Arokh a strange look and then said “It is over for a quarter hour now... we won if you have not noticed.”
Arokh and Rynn could say nothing... they were dead, so they could not notice that.
“how bad are our causalities?” Rynn asked.
“We have lost many brave fighters” Farg said “But looking at how big damage we inflicted to our enemy, our losses are minimal. There is no fight without wounds, you know...”
“We do” Arokh said flatly.
“Arokh! Tarad! “A green dragon which was above them said “Come fast! It seems we are near to the end of this...!”
No one of them knew what the dragon was speaking about, but they hastily took off to follow him.

They  were led to a big, dark castle. The green dragon left them there, and they went inside... there they found Dorh, Altarash, Leshiss and Carea, negotiating with some kind of band of Ebon knights. It was obvious to Rynn that those knights were special ones... they wore golden armour.
“Good to see you arriving” Altarash said “We are just talking about our future.”
“Our proposal is clear” One of the Ebons said “Go and never return. In exchange, we will never go after you... we will never enter your world.”
“Seems to be a fair one” Leshiss said. Rynn thought how much she missed from the conversation, but she realised that not too much.
“how can you guarantee that you will not break your word?” Farg asked.
The Ebon gave him a dark look and said “You don't believe in me. It is a pity...”
“Just give some guarantee” Farg replied.
“What am I supposed to do?” The Ebon asked.
“Since you were defeated, we tell you what to do” Carea said. The Ebon looked at the blue dragon, and then said “Alright. We will shut down the portal... for once, and for all.”
“Good” Carea said “Anyone disagreeing?”
“Then make it fast” Tarad said “This place sets me on an edge.”
“Leave first, and then will the portal be destroyed “The Ebon said and left with his mates.”
“ hurray!” Leshiss said “We are going home!”
Everyone agreed with her.

15.   When destiny is near

Darion could feel that he was near to the end. While flying high, he was wandering about the future... he knew that Warbeg was near. He also knew that the god is strong... he looked back to the dragons following him. "I hope they are strong enough to stop that god” he thought. He knew that he did not had to count with the Order of the Flame for a while... "they are out to hell for some fight” he reminded himself.

After flying for almost a day, he landed near a cave area in the Grotto. He ordered a few dragons to scout the surrounding area, then went to sleep. He felt very tired.

His dream was a very strange one... he suddenly saw Khai-shi before himself.
“What are you doing here?” he asked.
“Only trying to speak with you” The dragon said “Did you find any way to get my body back to me?”
Darion totally forgot about this.
“I did not... our case is a unique one” he said. Khai-shi sighed.
“I fear the same. Darion... I feel like going mad” The gold dragon said.
“hold on. It is not so easy to me too” Darion said “I was given a clan, and I got two dragons totally into me...erm...into you.”
“Really?” Khai-shi asked “Well, proof that I do not look so bad.”
“Luck to you, bad luck to me “Darion said “I am not a woman!! How could I fall in love with a male dragon?”
Khai-shi gave him a toothy grin.
“Yes, your situation is unique. I cannot help you in such things...” She said “But I ask you to hurry... I won't last too long now...”
“I will hurry” Darion said, and his dream gone.

He got up by sunrise. He looked around and went out of the cave, which he slept in. As he expected, Tharos and Werokh were sleeping near the entrance of the cave.
“Good morning” Werokh said.
“I hope you slept well” Tharos said.
“I did...” Darion replied, and said “What did the scouts say?”
“The Order was out for a while” Werokh explained “But now they are back. It seems they got into a large fight and received moderate losses. However, they look much more insisted then ever before... they held many celebrities, and nearly all of their dragons were involved in them... it is quite unusual. As you know, dragons do not really like those so-called 'festivals'.”
"Ohh, they do, they do...” Darion thought, while he reminded Khai-shi when she got drunk. He wished he were drunk too... although he knew he was much stronger as a dragon, this form  was annoying to him. He did not wanted to start to learn living in a new body again... he wished he could be human again.
“And they spotted some unidentifiable troops too” Werokh said.
Darion was shocked to hear this. "Warbeg... and his army! Arriving...” he thought. He murmured a 'damn'. He knew he had no more time to prepare... the god came here. "It is now time to see how good I am"  he thought. He hoped he was ready...
“Order all dragons to follow me” Darion said to Werokh and to Tharos “We are going to get those troops!”
“As you wish” The two dragons said and left hastily.
"It is the beginning of the end” Darion thought "and I hope it will not be my end".

Darion watched at the dragon flying before him. Suddenly it stopped and looked down... Darion looked down too, and he could see a whole legion of troops he has never seen. They were undead as he recognised, by they were half human, half-draconic beings as he could see. "They are just like Warbeg, but in smaller versions!” he realised. This did not make feel better. However, he had no time to think more.
“There they are” he shouted “Attack!”
As he said these, all of his dragons started to dive and to fire at the ground. Darion looked at them for a moment... then he followed them. "I hope I will use the breaths better then I did last time” he thought.

The creatures below did not know what to do. They were just running and running... then, as they realised what happened, they started to fight. Darion shot two magma breaths at two of them, and he could see that both of the undead turned into ashes and dust. Suddenly he could feel intense pain in his stomach... he realised he was hit by some kind of talon. It was an undead. "They can fly” Darion thought "nice to know". He tried to dodge, but the beast was much faster then he expected... he could not evade the sharp talons, and his could feel his face burning in pain. Then he got an idea... he turned himself into invisible. The undead did not know what to do, and was now an easy prey for Darion. Then he dived and fired as rapidly as he could. He gave the undead a toothy grin, although he knew he invisible and no one could see him. He burst out in laughter, then suddenly realised that his armour’s power could be fading now...  Not wanting to die, he decided to leave the battle. He knew that this deed would make his followers disbelief in him, though... he hesitated. He did not know if his life or his plans were more important to him. Suddenly he realised that he became visible. In the same moment he was attacked by dozens of undead. He decided to leave as fast as possible. He turned back and started to raise his altitude.

Soon he left the sounds of the battle beneath him... as he was flying among the clouds, he suddenly something strange... He did not know why, but he started to dive. He was led by an unknown power. He did not knew why, but he had to go down... "Perhaps it will be Warbeg. Destiny leads me now” he thought. This calmed him... he knew he had done some mistakes, but he did not regret anything. With being assured he will end soon, he seemed the future clear. With a cold heart and with an empty mind, he landed in the forsaken clearing. He looked around... he could see no one. But he was sure that he was not alone.
“Show yourself!”  he shouted “Show yourself!!”
“Do not shout” A voice said and three black cloaked men materialised in the front of him.
“Who are you?” Darion asked.
“We were your past” One of them said “And now your future.”
“Your name” Darion asked impatiently.
“We were and we are the High Council of the Dark Union of Drakan, Darion” The cloaked replied “Welcome. We waited for you for centuries. And now... you are here.”
Darion could hardly believe what he heard.

“But.. you are... long dead..!” he said.
“No. We are immortals... like you “The cloaked replied, and murmured something. His two mates left with haste.
“Now we are alone” The cloaked said “We can now talk.”
“Explain this to me” Darion said “What is this 'we were waiting for you'?? How? From when... and why?”
">why?<".... This was question which worried Darion the most. He was fighting for the Union in the Immortal realms for so long... it was so clear and easy to understand. Now, since he arrived in Drakan, things only became more and more complex... and now he lost the line. His head was aching of the information he did not know what to do with... and he wished someone would help him. "Perhaps he will help me” he realised.
“You do not remember me?” The cloaked asked.
“No” Darion replied.
“I am Ikazol... the leader of the High Council of the Dark Union here... the leader of the army, established by you, my lord. I am happy to see you here again.” The cloaked said.
Darion felt like fainting...
“What did I do?? and... when?” he asked.
“Around a thousand years ago” he heard a voice from beneath him. Looking back he saw Qaus coming.
“You knew about this?” Darion asked.
“Of course... I was your first lieutenant.” Qaus replied.
“You? Qaus? Damned Magi of Zeranah?” Darion asked with disbelief.
“This is not my original name.” the Magi said.
“Then what?” Darion asked.
“I am better known as Navaros.” The magi replied and Darion could not take breath nor say a word.

16.   When the monsters clash

“So you do not remember anything” Navaros said.
“No” Darion said slowly, shaking his head “And I can not believe what I heard.”
“It is not so complicated” Ikazol said.
“Then we will refresh your memory” Navaros said and sat down onto the ground. Darion did not know if he wanted these memories of him returning... he did not believe in these men. "The leader of Dark Union here, traitor of the true Union... killed by me, now here? nah.” he thought, but listened.
“It all started around two thousand years ago” Navaros started explaining “The Union was on the edge of defeat by the forces of light. This was a chaotic situation... it seemed that the light would finally win this war. But it did not. In order to keep the Union alive, the Dark Lords decided to take a risky step. They created two beings with unbelievable powers... they sacrificed them and gave their power to these beings. Soon the armies led by these monsters overran the forces of light. From battle to battle, they drove the opposing force back and back. But the situation was not so good. The beings soon recognised their power, and they knew that each of them had only one real opponent... they became rivals soon. They divided the Union, and a war started between them. The stake was not only their life... the victor would became the leader of the Union. But those two could not get on with each other. They were fighting desperately, but they could not defeat each other... so they started to look for new weapons, which they could use. Using their and the Union's artefacts' powers they created some new beings. They tested these beings, and if they seemed to worth the effort, they started to use them in the war. Many beasts gained life this way...”
“So the two beings played god” Darion interrupted “how fools they were.”
“No, they were not.” Navaros said.
“Why are you defending them?” Darion asked “Who was them?”
“The first one was Zeranah” Ikazol said.
“The current leader of the Union “Navaros added “Now you see how did he became what he is now.”
Darion kept silent... now it became clearer to him. He had one more question though...
“Who was the second being?” he asked.
Navaros looked into his eyes and then said ”It was you.”

“ME??” Darion asked shocked.
“You.” Navaros said in a faint voice “But after what happened, I am not so surprised to see that you do not remember anything.”
“What happened? Tell me!” Darion shouted... his blood started to burn with rage. He realised he was so near to become the Shadowlord... he realised how near he was to gain so big power. "Even if they lie, I want to hear them!” he thought.
“In the war, many beings gained life” Navaros went on explaining “Like the wartoks, orcs or giants.”
“And like the dragons” Ikazol added. Darion looked at him with disbelief.
“Do not doubt in me” Ikazol said “I only say the truth... these creatures were created by you two. Like many others here and in other worlds.”
“But the dragons became too powerful. You were not able to control them all the time... so you decided to leave them where they are, and started working on different plans.” Navaros said “Drakan originally was inhabited by beings, which do not exist now... they perished long ago. Now only the creatures made by you inhabit this realm. Besides humans... but they were light’s puppets. However, after your fight, these creatures became leaderless... so they started to live their own life. Now, they are totally independent, not even knowing their own history.”
“Enough of this!” Darion shouted... he did not want to hear what he has done... “Tell me about my past” he said.
“The luck was not on your side” Navaros said “You were defeated. In order to make some hidden strongholds, you decided to dispatch some elite troops into mortal realms. The Dark Union here was also one like this. We arrived here and started to carry out your orders... but then something happened. You were defeated by Zeranah... you were no match for him to tell the truth. He did not kill you though... even the war made the Union divorce into two parts, but the death of a such powerful leader would have caused further troubles which Zeranah wanted to avoid... so he kept you alive. In fact, he made you loose your original form, and made you be a knight.... serving him. You lost all your memories, your abilities... everything of your elder own, except your life. We were here then... it was around eight hundred years ago. We have seen the whole history of this Drakan... but we knew that our time was over with your fall. So we decided to make some tricks in order to keep ourselves alive. I killed a mage without damaging its body, then did a special ritual... where I committed suicide. My body died, and since I was immortal, I gained the magi's body... this body. But to make harder disguising me, I placed a spell on a human. I gave him power, and made him think he is me. Although I did not want it happen, that human went mad... he was driven mad by the power I gave him. He was the one you know as Navaros... however, he was nothing more then a fool... a puppet in my hands.”
Darion did not listen to the last few sentences. He suddenly saw everything so clearly. "It was a goddamn play! How kind they were... and all they did was chaining me...! The immortality what Zakhtos gave me.... I was immortal already!! And I wanted to be loyal to him! No... I will take my revenge... soon. I must...!” he thought.
“I think Zeranah did not thought you will ever regain your memories... and he was lucky for a while. My human did a very big mistake, making both the Order of the Flame and real Union hunting me. So I had no chance to uncover myself... I kept on playing Qaus, waiting for this moment. Too bad that my Union was destroyed... you did pretty big harm to your own side, Darion.” Navaros said.
“I was only doing my duty!” Darion shouted.
“It was not your duty.” Navaros said “Zeranah affected all what happened in Drakan. He controlled many things here... he enjoyed a game where he can play with his once rival.”
Darion was now full of hate and rage...” Rynn and the Order was attacking something in the Underworld recently” he said “Was that one of my allies?”
“No” Navaros said “It was a small rebelling tribe. That action served us well, though... the portal, which was between Drakan, and the Underworlds are now closed. If somebody wished to come here, he has to come through a rift.
“And?” Darion asked.
“This means you have a second chance if you are good enough.” Navaros said.
“Tell me more” Darion ordered him.
“Zeranah knows you learned who you are. Now he will come to kill you. But he will have to come through a rift... and in a rift, no powers really work. He will a simple creature in there... and you will fight him there.” Navaros explained.
“I won't be able to use any of my abilities there” Darion said.
“You are not able to use them anyway... your true abilities are much more than you think.” Navaros said “Remember that you and Zeranah have the same abilities... although Zeranah possess more strength.”
He did not know why, but Darion now believed in this Navaros.
“When will he come?” Darion asked.
“he is coming even now” Navaros said “This means you better get moving.”
“Could I fight as a human?” Darion asked.
“Change back.... release the evil from your within” Navaros said to him “That would set free your original powers too... and with that, you could create a new body for yourself.”
Darion did not knew what to do... he concentrated then thought "I release the evil from me!” And he suddenly started to say words he did not knew where he learned them from... and when he opened his eyes, he saw Khai-shi lying on the ground... and he stood beside her as a human... in his long black haired body.
“Much better” he said, and admitted that he was more powerful and wondered why did not he realised this before.
“Now you must go” Navaros said and passed a green sword to Darion “Take this... you will need it.”
“What about the others like Warbeg?” Darion asked while taking the sword.
“I have arranged everything... fear not. Just go and kill Zeranah... everything else shall be done by us.”
Darion looked at Navaros, than closed his eyes and said “Alright.”
Darion took a look at his dragon, which still lay on the ground unconscious. Then Navaros said something and a rift opened... Darion took a deep breath and jumped into it.
“Will he make it?” Ikazol asked.
“I don't know” Navaros replied “he was defeated once... he does not have much chance now. We can only hope in his luck, not in him.. but come now. We have a god to take care of... I have a plan for him though.”
“What plan?” Ikazol asked.
“The Order of Flame and Darion's clan together could take Warbeg down” Navaros said.
“But how will you tell them to do it?” Ikazol asked.
“Simply. I will lead them into Warbeg” Navaros said with an evil smile on his face “Come now. We have no time to loose.”

17.    Rematch

Darion was running. The Rift World was unlike to him. It was like a big stone under a jet dark sky. The only light source was the sword in his hands. Suddenly he saw another light approaching... and he knew who it was. "The time has come” he thought. He felt nothing. He was empty. He knew failed once, and he knew he had to make it this time. He could only think about this. The light came nearer and nearer and then Darion could see Zeranah.
“You again” Zeranah said.
“Me... Again. And I will take revenge” Darion said.
“I was a fool for leaving you alive” Zerenah replied “But I will not be a fool anymore.”
“You will not have a chance to kill me” Darion said.
“You are a fool for attacking me... you should hide, hoping for my mercy!” The Shadowlord shouted.
“Not any longer” Darion replied while shaking his head. Suddenly he had to dodge since Zeranah was jumping at him, trying to hit him with his sword. “NOW YOU DIE... FOREVER!” Zeranah shouted. Darion hoped he was not right...

Darion jumped back and back. Zeranah was attacking him very aggressively. Then Darion crouched down and held his sword before him defensively. Zeranah's blade caught the green steel and clashed aside. Darion knew it was his turn. He tried to manage a blow into Zeranah's chest, but the shadowlord was much more agile then he expected. He jumped up and tried to smash Zeranah's head with his blade... but the lord rolled aside, evading his attack. When he landed, Darion spun round with his sword in his hands... and he could feel that the metal caught something which was not another blade. When he stopped he could see the bleeding arm of Zeranah.
“For me!” he shouted and jumped up, striking at Zeranah's wounded arm. The Shadowlord dodged aside, but he was too late. Although Darion did not hit his arm, he hit his leg... he collapsed.
“For the play of Drakan!... for the play with me!!”  Darion shouted and blew another attack at the wounded arm. Zeranah could not evade it... the blade went through the armour, and penetrated the arm. Zeranah burst out in a shout of agony.
“For everything what you have done to me!” Darion said and tried to cut off Zeranah's head. But the Shadowlord was not as badly hit as Darion thought. He kicked out Darion's legs and in the next moment Darion was rolling aside, trying to evade the blade which was in Zeranah's hands.
”You fool! Now you die!!” The Shadowlord said rose his sword in the air. Darion dodged aside... but instead of striking down, Zeranah spun with the sword. Darion was totally taken by surprise... the blade of his opponent hit him many times. He could feel pain rushing through his body... soon his power was gone. He collapsed and the blade fell out his hand.
“You are now done. It was much easier then I thought” Zeranah said “You did not get stronger... in fact, you got weaker since our last encounter.”
Darion closed his eyes as the blade was risen high above him... then Zeranah shouted in pain as he shocked by an electric ray. Both Darion and Zeranah stared at the bolt's source... suddenly two shots of magma collided into Zeranah, dropping him far away. Now could Darion see his helper... it was Khai-shi.

The gold dragon landed between Darion and Zeranah, facing the Shadowlord.
“For all what you have done to my kind and to my beloved homeland!” She said and let out a long steam of flame. Then she looked back at Darion and said “I thought you would do better.”
“I thought you would come earlier” Darion replied. He could not get up... he tried to gather his power. Khai-shi walked to him and waited patiently while Darion tried to mount her... he could only do it hard. He was too weak... he wondered how could Khai-shi be so strong when he was so weak. "Perhaps the rift also affects the bond” he realised. “Me the god... I created them and now I need the dragons help” Darion added. It was bad for him to see how weak he is.... They were just about to leave when they heard a voice behind them “Leaving so early? Why?”

Khai-shi took off immediately. And she nearly ran into a thrown sword. She stopped, turned back and fired magma shots at Zeranah. Although the Shadowlord was obviously hit, it seemed he did not care with that. He took a bow up from the dust on the ground... Darion did not remember if it would have been there before. Suddenly he realised what was going on... Zeranah was only using his abilities. He was summoning items... "perhaps I could do the same”Darion realised. He closed his eyes and tried to concentrate as deeply as he could. Meanwhile, Khai-shi was having more and more problems with Zeranah. No matter how hard she tried, the Shadowlord just went on firing at her, seeming to be unaffected.
“Darion... do something!” She shouted.
Darion did not reply. He opened his eyes and grinned toothily as he held the Firestaff in his hands. He aimed carefully then fired... the projectile hit Zeranah in his shoulder. The Shadowlord shouted in agony as the harsh pain rushed through his shoulder... Darion knew it was because this was not the original Firestaff. He made a better weapon. Zeranah took a few steps back meanwhile, still shouting curses.
“NOW! MAGMA!!” Darion shouted, but Khai-shi knew that without his orders. She shot a magma at Zeranah, and the Shadowlord was thrown back almost ten meters... too bad that he was already standing at the edge of the rock... he was thrown into the endless nothing. Khai-shi and Darion stared at place where they last saw Zeranah, listening to the scream, which was heard for almost a minute... then it was over.
“I think we better go back to Drakan” Darion said.
“I think so” Khai-shi replied “I look forward to living again.”

When they got back, Khai-shi realised how bad Darion was... they fell down and Darion could feel that he was near to fainting. Looking at his dragon, he realised that Khai-shi was not only near to faint, but she did do that. He was wondering what was with the bound between them... suddenly he got a throbbing headache, and his body collapsed without power. He realised he was being under control of an unknown, strange power.... he saw pictures. He saw great armies, creatures materialising from nothing, destruction, life, death... and on all pictures, he could see himself. He could not recognise the body, but he could feel it was him... he suddenly realised what it was. "As Zeranah's power broke, I am now regaining my elder self... my power and my memories returning. I am now truly reborn!!” he realised. He murmured something and got up without pain... looking at Khai-shi, he knew how strong he truly is. "I could trick even the bond” he thought. He laughed... he started to walk, then with a thought, he started to fly. "I can do anything what I want!” he realised. He grinned toothily. He knew that he possessed the powers of a god”like creature now. He knew that nothing could stand in his way. But he also knew he still had to make a trick... "without Khai-shi now” he added.

18.   The Flame which never dies out

Rynn was sitting on a barrel. She looked through the town... the celebrations lasted for almost days. She wondered if she has seen anything like this... she looked at Arokh who was lying on the ground not so far from her. "I have never seen him so... happy?” She thought "perhaps this was the first time when he thought the real end of the fight is near". She smiled... she always dreamed about this, and now it was reality to her.
“Not yet” She heard a voice coming from beneath her.
She looked back and saw a black red cloaked creature levitating before her.
“Only you can see me so do not call for your dragon” The thing said.
“Who are you? or... What are you?” She asked.
“Qaus. Magi who tried to break his curse with helping you” The thing said.
“Curse?” Rynn asked back.
“I am damned to live like this forever unless I will do something to save Drakan” The thing replied.
“And what is it?” Rynn asked... this was a bit strange for her. She had a bad feeling about this being...
“I know that you think the fight is over. It is not. The real fight is only coming.” Qaus said.
“What? What danger is lurking here now?” Rynn asked with a little anger in her voice.
“A god, who destroyed the world of the Valterans now, seeks to destroy Drakan too” Qaus said “You must stop him... or else” 
“I know what will happen” Rynn said flatly “Why does it happens that always I have to save this place?”
“Maybe because you are the chosen” Qaus said and disappeared. Rynn thought about what she heard... suddenly she heard Qaus' voice "Go back to the portal... That god, Warbeg, will arrive there. Do your best to stop him!"
She did not know why, but she felt that the magi were right. She awoke Arokh and started explaining...

Two men sitting on a rock nearby, looking at Rynn and Arokh started to speak.
“It was so easy... I thought she would be harder to convince” One said.
“Yes, me too. But after living as a mage for centuries while I was a leader truly, nothing is difficult to me in negotiating.” The other replied.
“So we will use the Order instead of our remaining troops.”
“Why not?”
“I guess you are right” The first replied “You can lie good, Navaros. Almost better than me...”
“I can” The other nodded “But we have no time to chat. Let's go now. We have to get more bonded and fighters of the Order warn about Warbeg. This time their victory would be ours too. We better leave these bodies now... we need them no longer.”
In the same moment the two men collapsed unconscious...

A day later

Rynn was looking at the sky. She was always calmed when she was riding Arokh... she did not know why, but she felt safe near the mighty being. Suddenly she noticed many dragons arriving from all directions...
“Someone warned the other bonded as well” Arokh said.
“Qaus did...” Rynn replied “he really cares for us.”
“In case what he told us was true” Arokh said “But I doubt in that.”
Rynn said nothing... she did not knew what to think about the magi.
“We are getting close to the portal now” Farg shouted.
And they saw the huge body of Warbeg.

Two dragons attacked almost immediately... they got a painful lesson. With only a sight, Warbeg stopped them in the air... Rynn has never such thing. She knew that two beings were alive, but they were not moving... the god walked close to them, looking at them carefully. Then he threw them away, but set them free, so the two beings could manage to stay in air and did not crash to the ground. This scene shocked Rynn... she had no idea why the god did not kill that two. She also did not know why did not Warbeg attack them too... but now, many bonded were attacking. And Rynn could not believe in her eyes.. the god ignored the attacks and stood still. A minute later, everyone gave up attacking. They were confused by the god's strange behaviour...
“Move closer, Arokh” Rynn ordered.
When she got closer, she shouted “Why?”
“You are not the one who I am looking for” The god replied “Not the would be leader.”
Rynn did not know what that meant....
“Who are you looking for then?” Arokh asked.
“For the one who I searched the other world through for” Warbeg said.
“Searched?” Arokh asked in a faint voice “I thought he destroyed it.”
“So did I” Rynn replied.
“Qaus lied then” Arokh said.
“But why? What did he benefit this way?” Rynn asked. Nor her, neither Arokh knew the answer. It seemed as if time were frozen... the god and the dragons standing still, waiting for something to happen...

Darion was standing in the new chapel... although he has only seen this place twice, he knew has way well. "There is the statue...” he reminded himself as he nearly bumped into the rock. Suddenly he realised that someone was trying to communicate with him.... someone far away...
* Why did we need this? * asked Navaros.
* I needed the Order to leave the Dragon Temple * Darion replied.
* For what reason? * Navaros asked again.
* Ask no more, Lieutenant. I will win, now for sure. Be interested in my things no more.  You will get your reward for standing on my side for so long with such faith. * Darion said.
* I hope it will not take too long now * Navaros replied.
* It won't. *

While waiting for something for happen, Rynn suddenly got a strange feeling. She looked up, and saw a dragon arriving... a gold dragon.
“Ahh, Khai-shi returns” Arokh said.
“I have seen her long ago” Tarad added.
Khai-shi dived, and soon she was quite near to Arokh. Only one thing was not right with her...
“They are not your riders, are they?” Tarad asked “Where is Darion?”
She did not answer... and the two black cloaked men on her did not either. Suddenly someone gave the answer.
“Navaros...! You again...!”
It was Kaeros. Deep silence fell on the place...
“Navaros? But Kaeros... he is dead now for long!” Morghus said.
“I know it. I can feel the power, which I was near for so long” Kaeros said, and suddenly he was interrupted by a demonic laughter coming from the first cloaked sitting on Khai-shi.
“Move not, and she will be alive longer” he said “hello, Kaeros. Long time, no see.”
“You little darn” Kaeros said, but did not finish the sentence.
Although they were ordered not to move, all dragons were now preparing for an attack...

* Where the hell are you?! Do you think I can keep them here for much longer?! * Navaros asked.
* I am coming. I am there now in a second * the answer came * and one thing. Do not call me on my name. *
* Just be here * Navaros replied.
* Fear not. *

A green dragon broke the silence, as it attacked with two well-aimed electric bolts. But the bolts did not hit their targets. A shield appeared around the gold dragon, and green one could hardly manage to not run into the green barrier. Now it looked at the shield with a surprised expression, not understanding what happened.
“Calm down.... and get out of my way. You make no business here.”
The voice came from a golden cloaked man, floating in air.

“You came here” Warbeg said.
“I did. But now, roles changed. I learned my power... I am now god-like.” The answer came.
“I am still stronger... you believe in yourself too much” Warbeg replied.
“My powers are limitless. Surrender to me!” The golden cloaked said.
“No. Never” Warbeg said.
“Then I will give you a show of my true powers” The golden said with a faint laughter and shouted something. Nothing happened for seconds... everyone was waiting. And the thing came. Dragons in air and warriors on the ground appeared as they left their hiding places and came to their leader as it ordered them to do. Most will remember this day as the biggest army movement... the sky was covered by the flying beasts and the ground could hardly be seen by the legions of marching warriors.
“See Warbeg? I am limitless here. My powers are infinite. I can do freely what I want” The golden said as a few dragons surrounded him...
“No...... This.... can't....be” Arokh spoke slowly... he could not believe his eyes.
“Yes, Arokh, it can be. I take no handicaps here. I control even life and death!” The golden replied.
Arokh was looking at himself.

“This is not you... this is Heron. But since you were bonded, I could resurrect him only by making a true copy of you... but it made no matter to me.” The golden said.
Rynn was now about to understand what was going on. The two gods were fighting with each other, and they saw their powers clash... "I hope we will make it alive” She thought. The situation was worse than her weirdest fantasies...
“Not satisfied yet?” The golden asked.
Warbeg did not reply.
“You resurrected a hero from the Dark Wars?” A dragon asked.
“Not only one.” The answer came from the golden cloaked.
“Then?”
“I resurrected all of them. No matter who or what. All member of the Order... “And the golden turned to Warbeg “Now, I release you from your duty. Go back to where you came from!”
Warbeg did not react.
* Go while I let you to go! You know that I am as powerful as Zeranah was! Behold and fear the power I possess! * The golden said to Warbeg telepathically.
Warbeg gave him a dark look... and disappeared through a rift which he opened. The golden let out a laugh and dematerialised.

“And now what?” Arokh asked.
“Perhaps go back to the Temple” Rynn said.
“And what about them?” Arokh asked again, looking at Heron... and at himself, too.
“I guess you will tell me what is going on” Heron replied instead of Rynn.

* You were an idiot to do this! * Navaros said.
* Maybe. But I enjoyed it * Darion replied * and be more careful what you call me, Navaros. *
* What was this good for? * Navaros asked in an angry voice.
* They will now recognise the power of the new human-like god. They will see that this god favours them... and will also see what powers it possesses. * Darion replied * plus it is really worth the cost. *
* Worth the cost?! * Navaros asked * why? *
* Never forget that resurrected beings are easy to possess or control for the one that resurrected them * Darion said to Navaros while he smiled * now I have an excellent army! Think about it, Navaros! Heron, Tuiri, a true copy of Arokh... and more! What can I use in combat when the need will come! Since they are resurrected, they will do whatever I want when I order them to do! Under my control” *
* I copy now * Navaros interrupted.
* This is not the whole, Navaros * Darion went on * soon will the Guardian Magi reappear, then the wartoks... everyone. All resurrected... *
* All under your control. Wise... very wise * Navaros replied * but what about you as Darion? *
* Darion will be a prophet of the god. A chosen * Darion replied.
* Good plan. Very tactful * Navaros  said * but what about me? *
* My appearance in the Underworlds after Zeranah's fail would be too much. I would only start a new war... I want to avoid this. So, you will become the Shadowlord, Navaros... if I can't rule the Union, I will make the right person rule it. * Darion said.
Navaros grinned toothily... he thought about a high reward, but not about such a high one.
* Fear not, I will clear your way to the throne * Darion added.
* I fear not... what about you? Do you want to be a high council member? * Navaros asked.
* I will stay in Drakan. I am fighting now for so long... for a thousand years. I am growing tired of it... I want to rest now. I want to enjoy what I fought for so long... plus this is a safe place now. I have a considerable sized army here now * Darion said * Navaros, I think this will be a deal good for both of us. *
* From Ruler to God... how characteristic you are * Navaros added * I am on my way, my lord. *
Darion smiled. He was happy... he has done what he must done, and now all he had to do is to enjoy it. He took off the golden cloak... and headed to the Dragon Temple. Soon he noticed someone flying above him... a black dragon with a rider. He recognised them, long from the past.
“Tuiri!!”
Both dragon and rider looked down, and landed near him.
“What do you want from us?” Tuiri asked.
“As a bonded, call me 'friend'... could you take me to the Temple?” Darion replied.
“If I still know the way... things are so different at the moment to me” Egil said.
“I think I can describe what changed lately” Darion said with a smile. "Ahh, a troop of mine. How great have I become!” Darion thought.

At the Dragon Temple

“So you say you knew about this?” Khai-shi asked.
“Right. But only me... as I said I am the chosen” Darion replied. "They may be stronger then humans, but not smarter... they did not discover that I am lying...” he thought.
“Well, at least I know that the war, which I died for, was finally won” Heron said.
"Yes, it was... but now this is not your war, Heron. If there will be a war which you take place in , it will be mine” Darion thought with a sense of triumph.
“It is” Arokh replied. Rynn stared at her dragon, then at Heron's... she was a bit confused. She did not see any differences between them... "oh, well. Arokh is Arokh... I will get used to it....” She thought. But as she heard Morghus saying "Damn.... Soon I will a whole army of my brothers.... I only wish I could notice any difference between them....” She knew that not only she had this problem.
“What now?” Tuiri asked “It seems that we have won.”
By this moment, Darion was standing at Khai-shi.
“I am tired of listening... perhaps we should go and celebrate” Darion said.
“I agree” Khai-shi nodded “I don't like listening about war. War is fight, not making speech.”
“And perhaps we will get something to drink” Darion said wonderingly... now he could get some wine at last. "I don't have to fear of getting drunk any longer...” he thought. But he soon recognised he sad a wrong sentence, when he saw Khai-shi looking strangely at him... "AUH. I forgot she already knows what wine is....” he thought. He mounted the dragon, but Khai-shi took off like a missile. "The magical password is 'wine' to make her go.... ohh, god. Who did I bond with?” Darion asked but was not really in the mood to answer. They soon lost the sight of the Temple on the horizont....
“I know a great place to go” The gold dragon said.
"It starts again... oh no....” Darion thought, but added "I won't give up so easily. I will show her what is a sore head after a long night!"

Epilogue

Darion walked slowly on the grass. He was enjoying the sunshine... he found this his liking. He slowly left the sight of the town, which he left.
* How it's going, me dear prophet? * Navaros asked him.
* Fine. Just enjoying life * Darion replied * the first time I don't have to fear my future. *
* Same goes to me... the Underworld is just doing fine. We had many triumphant battles lately.* Navaros said.
* Keep up the good work * Darion said.
* Ohh, I will, I will... same goes to you and your army * Navaros replied with a faint smile and the vision gone.
Darion kept on walking. He soon got to an edge... he looked through the horizon. It was a thriving sight... "my world” he thought. He was proud to be what he is.... He knew he fought hard for it, but it was now done. "What a silence here” he noticed "yes... the Order needs to secure this land no longer. They can now live their life. Just as I". Suddenly he heard footsteps coming in. Turning back, he saw Khai-shi.
“Taking a lone trip?” The dragon asked.
“I am” Darion replied “It is good to listen to the silence.”
“Ahh, a prophet thinking... “Khai-shi said “You know, I begin to like you more and more... you did never hurt me. It is rare... nearly all bonded make mistakes, but so far, you were doing flawlessly.”
"I am not flawless. But you don't know about any mistakes I made” Darion thought and smiled.
“Nice to hear.” he said “We are the others?”
“Scattered. Everyone has gone back to their own home... many of them did not see their homes for centuries” Khai-shi said.
“Like you.” Darion replied.
“Like me” Khai-shi nodded and sighed.
“I think we can take a trip there then” Darion said with a smile. Khai-shi stared at him for a moment... then they took off. "Although I am a god, I still seek knowledge... and since I was about to be bored, I wish to see new lands” he admitted inside of himself “but let Khai-shi think I do this only because of her... it will cost me nothing". While flying, Darion looked through the landscape below them. "Peace” he thought. He smiled... although he was born to destroy, his mortal life changed him much. He learned to live and also learned the worth of living. He knew that now everyone will return to his homeland to live his or her own lives. He felt proud again... he knew that he had major part of this. "As I had major part of rushing this world this world into my war” he added, but did not care with this. The thought of his importance was stronger than his doubts.
“Perhaps we could give a visit to Rynn's village... we could also see Heron and Kaeros. I heard they would settle there.” Khai-shi said, then added “And start a new, perhaps more peaceful life.”
“hm... A quiet village of veterans?” Darion asked “I wonder if they a room for rent...”
“They must have” Khai-shi said with a smile as she realised what Darion wanted to mean.
“I have heard they a good wine stored under the village tavern” Darion added with an evil smile.
Suddenly Khai-shi started to dive, and soon dragon and rider disappeared below the clouds. And only the sun was now up, shining above the peaceful land...



The old man takes the route to the right, and says “I thank you, my friend, for your kind company! It was thriving to be with you... farewell!
You say 'farewell' and start to walk on the path in front of you. You know you have a long way to take in a short time, so you hurry yourself... but inside of you, you do not regret of being with the old man. And you admit, that yes, you would listen to him longer... but you do not have time any longer. You pull the hat more down on your head as the wind starts to blow stronger, and walk fast in the cold winter winds.

THE END
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